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Romanization Reexamined

C. Suuunn Sper-nrNc
F or rn erl"g A s si stant D ir e ctor ( C atalo gin g)

The Library of Congress
Wa,shington, D.C.

Present and likely future deuelopments demand, a critical reexamina-
tion of romanizatidn in library cataloging. Remanization is asserted to
be a problem-laden, undertaking necessary lor the uniuersal author/
t i t le catalog but zuithout other merit .  Abandonment ol the uniuersal
author/ title concept is recommenderl in fauor of separate catalogs ac-
cording to writin.g system, uith. headings appropriate for the system.
The uniuersal subject catalog should. be retained; systematic romantzn-
tion is not required for this catalog.

P)OMANIZATION, THE REPRESENTATION IN ROMAN LET.
r\ TERS of names and words originally written in some other writing
systern, has been an important concern of librarians in the Anglo-Amer-
ican library community for rnany, many years. The Anglo-American
code of 1908, compilecl by committees of the American and British li-
brary associations, contains an "Appendix 2" in which eight pages are
<levoted to this matter. These eight pages exceed l0/o ot the 6l pages de-
voted to the rules themselves. The first item in the appendix is a report
given in I885 by an ALA Transliteration Committee. This report, signed
by C. A. Cutter, C. B. Tillinghast, W. C. Lane, and Michael Heilprin,
recommends adoption of the general principles that had been recently
set forth by the Royal Geographical Society with respect to roman orthog-
raphy in transliteration systems. Generally stated, these were to use con-
sonants with their English values and vowels with their German or
Italian values, principles that have dominated Anglo-American romani-
zation systems for libraries ever since. Also included in this appendix are
specific tables for Semitic languages, furnished by Professor C. H. Toy
of Harvard University, a table for Sanskrit, furnished by Professor
C. R. Lanman of Harvard University, a table for Slavic Cyrillic lan-
guages completed by an ALA commirtee in 1900, and tables for Russian
,and modern Greek used by the Library of Congress.

It is 68 years since the 1908 rules appearecl and 9l years since Cutter's
committee issued its report. The long interim, particularly the years
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frorn the rnid-fifties to the mid-seventies, has seen extraordinary prcgress
in the development of romanization systems for American libraries,
largely through the close cooperation of experts at the Library of Con-
gress (LC) with experts drawn from the memlrcrship of the Association
for Asian Studies and, frequently, of the American Library Association
(ALA) as well. As of now, complete LC/ALA approved systems have
been issued for 34 languages and abridged transliteration tables haVe
been cornpleted and approved for some 67 non Slavic languages of the
Soviet Union.

In 1976, lrowever, the following on-going or imminent developments
have had or will have significant bearing on matters of romanization:

l. We are in the midst of preparing a second edition of the Anglo-
A. m e ri cnn C atalo gi n g R ule s.

2. LC tells us it will be starting a new catalog with a clean.slate cata-
log heading system at the enil of this decade*.

3. The day is just around rhe corner when non-roman-alphabet en-
tries will be fecl into the MARC computer sror€.

4. The International Fecleration of Library Associations UFLA)
project for the development of Universal Bibliographic Control
(UPC) with its fundamenral objective of narional pr^oduction
and distribution of universally acceptable bibliographic records
for all .cument national imprints bids fair to dernand internation-
al acceptance and implementation in the near or rnid-future.

All of these significant developments indicate that the time is not
only ripe trut perhaps critical for a reexamination of our policies with
respwt to romanization. Are we to follow the way of the past and the
present in the on.corning future?

Perhaps )rou are saying at this point: "Of what conc€rn are ma.tters
of romanization to me? My responsitrilities do rrot involve collections of
non-roman-alphabet materials. Romanization is a matter for specialists."
If this is your reaction, consider this development-at its meeting in
February 1976 the Joint Steering Comrnittee for Revision of AACR, rh€
committee that is making the final decisiong approved.the adoption of
the romani'zation'systems of the Internitional Organization for Stan-
dardization (I.S0) for use in the headings of examples thar will appear
in the ,second edition. Under the ISO sysrem for Cyrillic, the transliiera-
tion of "Tchaikovsky" would begin with the letters "d.j." Do you still
feel that romanization is of no concern to you? My purpose here is not
to campaign against a particular decision of the joint committe€, but
rather to reexamine the basis of our present practice with respect to ro-
manization in an atternpt to convince you that we have been on the
wrong track all along and that a radical change is needed.

Since it is true that most librarians do regard romani2atioh as far
afield from their primary concerns, let me preface this paper with a gen:
eral exposition of the principal features of the proSlems in this field as
nec€ssary background. Please note that the lasl sentence refers to "li-
brarians," not "catalqger:s," This is tlecaurc the issues here dealt with are
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of even greater concern to reference services librarians than they are to
catalogers.

"Romanization" is the general term for any method which converts
names or text written in a non-roman writing system into the letters of
the roman alphabet. There are two principal methods by which this may
be accomplished. One is transliteration, whereby romanization is accom-
plished letter-by-letter according .to a table which equares each of the
letters of the original (non-roman) alphabet with one or more letters,
or letters plus diacritics, of the roman alphabet. The other system is
phonetic or phonemic transcription, whereby romanization is accom-
plished by spelling the proper spoken sound of the name or word as
closely as possible according to the orthography of a given roman alpha-
bet language, e.g. English. Needless ro say, these methods yield quite ait-
ferent results and, in the case of phonetic transcription, quite difierent
results within the same merhod, depending on the object language that
is used (e.g. English or French) .

Let us look a little closer at transliteration as a method. This has al-
ways been the preferred method in our practice. It is considered to be
more scientific, Iess subject to aberrations in results, and, when condi-
tions permit (which is not often), it allows reconversion to the original
written form. This capability can be of considerable use in the verifica-

_tion and positive identification of romanized names. What are the prob-
lems with this method?

First, it is necessarily limited to languages with alphabetic or syllabic
writing systems. That necessity automatically excludes languages such as
Chinese and Japanese which use wor{-characters that do not represent
any sound, alphabetic or syllabic.

Second, it has been used only to a limited extent for languages that
normally express only the consonants and leave the vowels unexpressed,
because these will be understood by readers who speak the language. For
such languages, e.g., Hebrew, Yiddish, Arabic, Persian, and Urdu, the
Present systems of "transliteration" transliterate the written consonants
but additionally require the insertion of the unwritten vowels according
to usage in speech, as recorded in dictionaries. The theoretically possible
device of transliterating just what is written, namely the consonants, on
a one-to-one basis has been too much for even strong supporters of
transliteration to swaliow.

Third, there is the problem of the phonetic sysrem to be followed in
choosing the roman letters to stand for the letters in the original lan-
guage. Vowels have presented fewer problems than consonants because
of the general consensus that roman vowels should be used with their
Italian sound values. Even here what is to be done if the original alpha-
bet has three different letters for what is sounded as an Italian d? Even
after we draft y (in its vowel value) into use we are left with one more
choice to make. Solutions to problems such as this have generally been
achieved by the use of diacritical marks, e.g., i or i. The real trouble,
however, comes with consonants. For example: the roman 1 is in use for
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the following souuds: di @s in English) , zh (as in French), consonan-
tal y (as in German) , h (as in Spanish) , and ee (as in Croatian) . If the
language to be transliterated has letters representing any or all of these
sounds, which should be transliterated by the roman 7.2 Another exam-
ple: the combination of the letters c followed by h indicates the sound
fch in English, sh in French, and A in Italian. Further, if c is used as the
transliteration of one letter in the subject language and /r as the translit-
eration of another, how is one to transliterate a third letter with a ,ch
sound without introducing ambiguity into the system?

All of which is simply to illustrate that the phonetic values of the
letters of the roman alphabet have about as much firmness as sPonge
rubber and are as riddled with ambiguities as a Swiss cheese is with
holes. The normal solution to this problem has been to base translitera-
tion systems on the set of consonant values of the roman alphabet in a
particular language, in Anglo-American usage, English.

This solution to the third problem leads directly to the fourthl the
proliferation of clifferent romanization schemes for a given non-roman
alphabet language.

This proliferation is not confinecl to differences resulting from dif-
ferent choices in the object roman alphabet language to be used for
sound values, but also occllrs among schemes based on the same choice
of object language. For example, for Russian we have the LC/ALA
scheme which is almost universally used in our libraries but is almost
never usecl anywhere else; we have the Royal Society/British Institution
scheme,l which is usecl rnost wiclely for Russian citations in English-
language publications, and we have the [British] Permanent Committee
on Geographic Narnes/ fArnerican] Board on Geographic Names
scheme. Each of these is different. Over and beyond all this, there are the
international schemes, few in number (including Slavic Cyrillic, He'
brew, and Arabic) but enclowecl with the magic powers of the words
"international" ancl "stan<lard," concepts that predictably will increas-
ingly govern our affairs. In the case of Russian, ISO has cut the Gordian
knot of ronlan alphabet ambivalence by opting for Croatian values
for the Cyrillic letters, a cl'roice with the great merits of achieving exact
one-to-one equivalence of letters using only standard Croatian roman
letters ancl diacritical narks and of basing the scheme on a living lan-
guage (Serbo-Croatian) which is written in both alphabets, Croatian in
rolnan, and Serbian in Cyrillic. These merits were achieved, however, at
the expense of roman alphabet sound values that are quite "foreign" to
all the world of roman alphabet users except those in Eastern Europe.
This is where our old friend Cajkovskij reappears. Recognize him be-
hincl his Croatian cloak?

This proliferation of rornanization systems for the same subject lan'
guage has meant that bibliographic citations to the names of particular
writers may be founcl in a variety of different roman spellings. How is
the reader to match the cited spelling with the heading in a library cata-
log when they may difier in important respects?

. 6 . Library Resources b Technical Seruices



Perhaps at this stage your inclination is to cry "Hold, enough." But
no, not quite yet. Perhaps there are some who think that romanization
by phonetic transcription may have fewer pitfalls. Consider Chinese and
Japanese.where we have no orher option. In the case of Chinese there
are many different dialects necessitating a choice for romanization pur-
poses. In our present Mrade-Giles system Mandarin or Peking area pro-
nunciation was chosen. This should be very acceptable and authoritative
but it is an unfortunate fact that relatively few Chinese catalogers in
American libraries are knowledgeable in this particular dialect. Consid-
er also that a man whose surname we may best represent as Shih may
write his name with any one of four different characters. People using
any one of these characters are perfectly distinguished from the others
to any reader of the original Chinese but they are all represenred in the
same way in our catalogs. Further, the People's Republic of China has
its own official romanization system which, as you may already have
guessed, is difierent from ours.

In the case of Japanese we have the reverse of the problem of Chi-
nese characters for surnames. A given character may have several "read-
ings." These readings may be as dissimilar as night and day. There is no
way of knowing what "reading" is correct for a person using one of
these characters for his surname except ffom a reference source or a
written or oral statement by the person. Thus, if the American cataloger
cannot determine the reading, one must be chosen for the heading pure-
ly on the basis of best guess. Yet the character itself is perfectly accurate
and sufficient for cataloging purposes. Also, once again, the government
of Japan has its own official system for romanization, one that displays
some highly unusual concepts of roman consonant values.

Now, have I convinced you that romanization is a can of worms? Is
there any way out of this quagmire other than surrendering some of our
favorite composers and others to the ISO Croatian connection? Yes,
there is a way out, at least in the sense of cutting the problem down to
a minute fraction of its present size.

First, let me ask a simple question: "Why do we romanize?" I'm sure
we can all agree on the answer: "To make it possible to enter a name or
title not written in the roman alphabet into our caralog which begins
with roman A and ends with roman 2." Now a tougher question: "Do we
do this for the filer, or the reader, or for both?" Certainly we do it for
the filer. How else can he dispose of a name or title that is not in roman
letters? But do we do it for the reader? Certainly not for the reader who
is competent in the writing system in point and who is the reader most
likely to use the book. Any romanization we use is at best an incon-
venient hindrance and at worst a severe stumbling block between the
reader and the book.

If this is so, then the next question must be: "Why romanize for
filers if this inconveniences readers?" How do we answer this except to
say "Because any other course would be contrary to our concept of the
universal catalog." Aha! Now we have it. The "bottom line" of catalog-
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ing non-roman alphabet materials: the universal catalog. The catalog in
which all items in the collection are entered in a single alphabet from
A to Z, regardless of language, regardless of form, regardless of subject.
The American ideal.

L'he Library of Congress has subscribed to this concePt but with
some qualifications. Its main catalog is quite inclusive, but consider the
materials which are not included: music scores, manuscript collections,
maps (except for some references) , motion pictures, pictures, prints,
etc. Not so universal after all. Are there any large research libraries that
maintain an absolutely universal catalog?

For a moment let us depart from our European, roman-alphabet
world and consider what happens in countries where the national writ-
ing system is not the roman alphabet. If it is such a great thing for us
to romanize our non-roman records, wouldn't you think it would be
equally great for the Russians, say, to Cyrillicize their non-Cyrillic rec'
ords? Yet I seriously doubt that it would ever even occur to a Russian li-
brarian that roman-alphabet entries should be Cyrillicized. In the Soviet
Union roman alphabCt entries are uniformly confined to their own cata-
log. In fact, I have never heard of any library in any country where the
roman alphabet is not used that converts roman-alphabet entries into its
own national writing system. So what is this mystique about romaniza-
tion? We seem to be alone in feeling a need to represent names from
other writing systems in our own writing system.

Perhaps by now you will have perceived that when you get down to
fundamentals the business of romanization takes on an Alice-in-Won-
derland character. Let me ask this simple question: Why should author
and title entries for

Yamada, Bukichi. H tF t #

al'YEziii, Kamf,l. ( eI'Jl Yl
Yeats, William Butler, 1865-1989. Ttre Celtic twilight

Yefroikin, Zalman. t!1N11 yi:t'lyfyt D$:

be filed in a single alphabet? What reader would be mis-served if these
entries were separated according to the writing system of the publica-
tions? I submit that the answer is "no one." And yet we unthinkingly
continue to accept the universal catalog, as though it were somehow es-
tablished by divine decree.

So let me be the heretic who says "Balderdash! The universal catalog
(so far as author and title entries are concerned) is a snare and a de-
lusion." Our readers of non-roman-alphabet materials would be much
better served by separate catalogs of author and title entries in the writ-
ing systems they read than they are now by a unified catalog that re'
quires them to figure out what cabalistic transformations into roman
letters have been made of the names and titles they could otherwise have
found so easily.
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Recommendation 1: The AuthorlTitle Catalog
Abandon romanization of headings in cataloging a work written in

a non-roman writing system. File such a catalog record in a catalog con-
sisting of author and title entries for publications in the given writing
system, with headings in the same system. If the national systems of se-
quencing the written symbols of the writing system are different (e.g.,
as in the case of Chinese and Japanese) separate catalogs by language
may be required. (It must be admitted that the innate problems of se-
quencing Chinese characters are so great that romanization of headings
and titles may continue to be the preferable solution.)

What would be iccomplished by rhis action?
I. We would provide superior library service to readers seeking ma-

terials in non-roman writing systems by making these materials easily
findable in our catalogs, having removed the confusing barriers of ro-
manized headings and titles. If we agree with Ranganathan's Second
Law of Library Science, "Every reader his book," we ought to make this
change for these readers.

ISO systems currently available are for Slavic Cyrillic, Hebrew, and
Arabic. These three systems are not the same as the corresponding
systems of LC/ALA, the British Library, the American Nationil Stan-
dards Institution, and PCGN/BGN. Item: A complete change in rrans-
literation system in the same catalog would result in intolerable
confusion. The problem of different spellings or headings would be bad
enough but difterent spellings of the words in tirles would be beyond
control. Item: lf LC closes its catalog and srarts anew at the end of this
decade, research libraries using LC services will probably have to do like-
wise. That will probably be the only time wiitrin our lifetime that a
change in romanization systems can be considered. Ergo, the romaniza-
tion bullet must be bitten between now and then. Item: By that time
ISO may well have adopted romanization standards for other languages,
particularly Chinese and Japanese. If so, ISO will probably opr for the
national systems of those countries. Then we will be faced with addi-
tional ISO systems that disagree with those we are using. Item: When we
start a new catalog are we willing to start a new universal author/title
catalog in which new romanization systems, difierent from those used in
the old catalog, are used, thereby doubling the present obstacles between
readers of these materials and their books?

3. The recommendation is highly in the interesr of international co-
operation and Universal Bibliographic Control. It treats writing systems
on an equal basis withour the implications of superiority of the roman
alphabet implied by the very process of romanization. It opens up for
the first time the possibility of direct interchange of headings, as well
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as bibliographic descriptions, between nationel bibliographic or catalog-
ing agencies, even when different writing systerns are involved.

Recommendation 2: The Subject Catalog

The alphabetical subject catalog is the catalog in which the concept
of universility has real iignificance. The idea of a comprehensive dis-

play of the records for all of the materials in the library s c-ollection ac-

iording to their subject matter without regard to their language or

form is viable and should be preserved. How can this be done if non-

roman-alphabet entries are not romanized? The solution with resPect to

topical hiadings is quite simple and straightforward. All that is required
is^agreement on a set of arbitrary numbers to be used to denote the dif-

ferent non-roman writing systems (or, when required, languages) thaj

must be accommodated. the subjeci headings asiigned to non-roman-al-
phabet records will have the appropriate number appended as the last-element 

of the heading. This till automatically result in grouping, un-

der a given heading, first the roman alphabet records, and then any
non-roman-alphabet records grouped together by writing system (or lan-

guage) according to the number assigned to the latter. The non-roman
etrtriei would be subarranged just as the roman ones are, i.e., according
to the standard sequence of the letters of the particular alphabet in-
volved, and according to the general filing rules of the library.

With respect to non-roman-alphabet names of persons and corPorate
bodies used as sribject headings, i roman-alphabet form should be estab-
lished according to the criteria below, given in order of Preference:

l. An established form found in EnglishJanguage reference sources,
editions. and translations.

2. The form already established in tire presently existing catalog'
3. The form resulting from romanization according to

a. the ISO system, if any,
b. the LC/ALA system.

In all cases there should be references from varying forms resulting
from ISO or LC/ALA romanization systems.

It should be noted that these names would be part and parcel of our
EnglishJanguage subject heading system and that consequently their
forms are irrelevant to demands for international conformity.

Recommendation 3: Translations and Added. Entries

The names of authors whose works in non-roman-alphabet writing
systems are translated into roman-alphabet languages should be present-
ed according to the same criteria as are listed above for such name$ as
subjects. The same principle applies in roman-alphabet cataloging -for
secondary entries foi namCs or titles not written in the roman alphabet'
When the result does not conform to ISO romanization standards the
claim of failure to follow international principles may be made. To
this I would say that for a translation of Shakespeare into Russian we
may be sure the surname will be spelled in any library of the Soviet
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Union with seven Cyrillic letters, which we might ransliterate as
"Shekspir" (LCIALA system) or "Sekspir' (ISO system), a spelling
that is far removed from the eleven letters of the original- Now this
will be contrary to no international standard since there is none for
Cyrillicization, Arabicization, nor any other -ization except romaniza-
tion. If Russians may use Sekspir for our beloved Will, we should be
able to use Tchaikovsky for their (and our) beloved Peter Ilyich. What
is sauce for the Cyrillic goose should be sauce for the roman gander.
Uncomfortable strictures should not be laid upon library users in coun-
tries that use the roman alphabet when comparable strictures are not
laid upon library users in the rest of the world.

What of names that occur in non-roman-alphabet cataloging that be-
long to some other writing system including roman? The Arabic name
that must be handled in a Hindi publication? The Russian name that
must be handled in a Hebrew publication? The French name that rnust
be handled in a Ukrainian publication? In each of these cases I would
establish the name in the writing system of the publication according to
the following criteria, in order of preference:

l. As found in standard reference sources in that writing system.
2. The form found in the book being cataloged.
Headings for composers of music constitute a special case. \ryhereas

authois write in a particular language which is expressed in a particular
writing system and which is comprehensible only to users of that lan-
guage, and writing system, composers write in a totally international lan-
guage, musical symbols. The composer,'^s native linguistic language and
linguistic writing system are irrelevant matters to musicians who seek his
music. In all of our music libraries the names of composers will be
sought under the roman forms of their names as they appear over and
over again in roman alphabet editions of their works, in concert pro-
grams, in musical reviews, and in English language reference sources.
Their musical compositions should be entered in the music catalog un-
der the form found in the reference sources cited above. Subject entries
should appear under the same heading in the subject catalog. Any other
entries should appear under the approved heading in the writing system
of the publication being cataloged.

If it should be asked how authority control in the case of names in
non-roman-alphabet languages can be maintained, I would say that the
authority control should be located in the catalog which uses the native
writing system and should record any forms of name adopted for cata-
logs in other writing systems. A see-ako reference should be provided in
the catalog of the native writing system to all forms used in other cata-
logs. Variant forms found in any given writing system should appear as
references in the catalog of that system.

Conclusiort

You may agree or disagree with my recommendations or agree with
some and disagree with others. What is important, however, is that the
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Library of Congress, the National Library of. Canada, the British Li
brary, and all the research libraries and other libraries with collections
of non-roman-alphabet materials in the Anglo-American community
should be aware that a critical hour of decision is fast approaching in
the matter of romanization policy. Discussions on the issues involved are
urgently needed. A consensus must be achieved so that when the hour of
decision arrives a well thought-through decision may be made.

REIiF,RENCE

l. About to be published by thc Amelican National Standards Institute as an ANSI
standard.
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PRECIS: the Preserved Confext
Index System

Dnnrr Ausrrn
and

Jnnervrv A. Drccnn
Subiect Systems Office

The British Library

. _The processes inuolued in index protructio, are diuid,ed between the
indexer and the computer: the former undertakes those tasks which re-
quire human judgment.s; the latter carries out clerical operations which
are entirely mechanical.

I t t lyoductiort

,Yll'l*,ttpl 
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YlI lg76; accepted for publication July 19?6. This paper has also
r)een submlfl.ed lor puhlication to an lndiarr journal.
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play on a cornputer terminal. PRECIS is usually presented as a two-stage
index: that is, one in which each entry is followed by one or more ad-
dresses (e.g. cla'ssmarks.or accession numbers) which indicate the posi
tion of the relevant catalogue entries in a separate file.

Since PRECIS, in common with other mechanised indexes, involves
the creation of machine-readable data, the system has an obvious poten-
tial for mechanised searching. We do not intend to discuss this possible
application, however, for the following reasons:- - 

(a) Conventional strategies for machine searching, e.g. Boolean and
weighted term searching, are not specific to PRECIS. These tech-
niques are well known, and apply to machine searching in gen-
eral. Nevertheless, some interesting exP€riments in this area
have been conducted by Balnavesl and by Wainwright and
Hills.2

(b) In Boolean and weighted term searches, all indexing data are
treated as sets of uncoordinated keywords. In such a context, a
knowledge of the logical relations and pre-coordination of
PRECIS would be irrelevant.

This does not mean that a PRECIS file is not suitable for machine
searching, but rather that more appropriate search techniques may need
to be devised if the full potential of the system is to be realised. This
problem is currently under investigation by the British Library.

Background

In 1968, when the B'ritish National Bibliography (BNB, now part of
the Bibliographic Services Division of the British Library) became in-
volved in the UK/MARC (IVIAchine Readable Catalogue) Project, a
need arose for an indexing system with certain characteristics. It was
stipulated that the system should be:

(a) capable of providing co-extensive subject indexing for each doc-
ument in the MARC database.

(b) amenable to computer rnaniPulation, so that the alphabetical' 
subject indexes to the printed issues of the British National Bib'
Iiography could, like the catalogue entries, be produced directly
from the UK MARC tapes.

None of the existing MARC fields holding subject data (e.g. title,
Dewey Classi{ication (ttc) classmark, Library of Congress (LC) class-
rnark, Library of Congress subject headings) appeared capable of pro-
viding a satisfactory index to BNB. The decision was therefore taken
to develop a new "tailor-made" system. In retrospect, this may seem a
bold deciiion; the development of a new indexing system must involve
a large investment in terms of time, money and stafi; even then, success
is by no means guaranteed. In the event, however, the venture proved
successful, to the extent that, in January 1971, BNB was able to adopt
a prototype version of a new indexing system called PRECIS. From the
date of its adoption to the end of 1973, the system was applied to near-
ly 100,000 documents. During this same three-year period, further re-
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search into the system was conducted with aid from the Office for Scien-
tific and Technical Information (now the Research and Development
Department of the British Library). This research, together with the
practical experience gained with the prototype system, led to the design
of a new and improved version of PRECISa which became operational
in January 1974. PRECIS has now been adopted by a number of index-
ing agencies, and is used to produce indexes to a wide range of media
(See Figure l).

I. Indexes to on-going catalogues and bibliographies
(a) Indexes to monographs, e.g. British National Bibliography, Australian

National Bibliography
(b) Indexes to audio-visual materials, e,g. Audio-Visual Materials for Higher

Education (British Universities Film Council); FiIm Catalogue (College
Bibliocentre, Don Mills, Ontario)

(c) Indexes to library catalogues, e.g. the subject index to the catalogue of
East Sussex Libraries

2. Pilotprojects
(a) An index to scientific report lirerature in all fields
(b) Indexes to public records
(c) An index to monographs and microdocuments (journal articles, reports,

etc.) on housing
(d) An index to musical scores and monographs on music
(e) An index to research projects in the field of environmental studies

3. Experimental indexes produced during the development of PRECIS
Indexes to microdocuments in the fields of sociology of education, horti-

culture, dairy science, education, management, library science and physics

Figure I
Examples of Past and Present Applications of PRECIS

Diuision of Labour in Index Prodaction

Figure 2 shows a typical set of PRECIS index entries and references,
taking as an example an imaginary document on "The training of per-
sonnel in India's cotton industries."

It should be emphasised at the outset that the indexer does not write
the entries and references shown above. These would be generated by
the computer from a single input record prepared by the indexer. This
input record contains the following data:

(a) a "string" of terms which summarises the subject. This string
also contains codes which function as instructions to the com-
puter and regulate the manipulation of terms into index en-
tries.

(b) the address (e.g. . classmark or accession number) to which the
ind.ex entries will refer.

(c) numbers which instruct the computer to extract, frorn a ma-
chine-held thesaurus, the See and See also references appropri-
ate to the terms in the string. These numbers are known as Ref-
erence Indicator Numbers (RINs).
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Entries

India
Cotton industries. Personnel. Training

Cotton industries. India
Personnel. Training

Personnel. Cotton industries. India
Training

Training. Personnel. Cotton

Asia
See also

India
fndustries

See also
Textile industries

Textile industries
See also

Cotton industries
Employees See Personnel
Labour See Personnel
Staff See Personnel
Workers See Personnel
Manpower

See also
Personnel

Education
See also

Training

industries. India

Ref erences

pRE CIS r,'r u"l. tfli,l,".rtan<l Referen ces

(d) a Subject Inclicator Nurnber (SIN) which uniquely identifies
the position at which all these inclexing data will be stored for
future use in a maclrine-helcl file.

The system is therefore based upon a division of labour between the
indexer and the computer which ensures that each of these components,
the human ancl the rnechanised, is used to its best advantage. Indexers,
as rational beings, carry out those tasks which require human judgment
-i.e. deciding what a document is about, writing a string which sum-
rnarises this subject, incorporating instruction codes to ensure that the
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-a short string may produce several index entries, while a single RIN
is sufficient to call up an entire hierarchy of references leading to a
given term.

As an aside it is worth noting that although PRECIS was conceived
from the outset as a computer-assisted system, it can also be carried out
manually and, indeed, a number of indexes have been produced in this
way. Throughout the following account, however, comPuter assistance
has been assumed.

Context Dependency

In practice the first steps consist in examining the document, estab-
lishing its subject content, then summarising this as a string of terms
and instruction codes. While carrying out these tasks, the indexer needs
to keep the following factors in mind:

(a) an entry can be made under any term likely to be sought in a
string.

(b) each entry should be intelligible, and it should state the subject
unambiguously:

(c) entries should be consisLent in structure, so that they collocate
with those produced from other strings bn similar themes.

Experience has ihown that the important criteria listed as (b) and
(c) above can be met most effectively if the order of terms, in an input

string, and also in an index entry, is founded on the principle of "con-
text dependency." This principle was,-in fact, applied to the compound
subject used earlier as an example (Figure 2) . This subject can be repre-
sented as follows:

India ) Cotton industries ) Personnel ) Training

-where the symbol ) indicates a direct relationship between adjacent
terms, the term preceding the symbol setting the following term into its
wider context.

To understand how the principle is applied, each pair of adjacent
terms can be considered in turn:

(a) "India" establishes tt'e location of "Cotton industries," i.e. the
author's concern is with the cotton industries of India.

(b) "Cotton industries" names the whole system of which "Person'
nel" are a human part or component, i.e., discussion is focused

upon the personnel of the cotton industries.
(c) "Personnel" functions as the object of the action "Training"

and, as such, specifies a type of training (i.e. training of person-
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"Personnel." We could, of course, apply a straightforward KWOC tech-
nique (Keyword Out of Context) and transpose this term to the begin-
ning of the entry, e.g.:

Personnel. India. Cotton industries. Training

Unfortunately, however, the entry then becomes ambiguous-it is
not now entirely clear whether the "Personnel" are being trained or are
employed in raining others. This ambiguity arises from the fact that
terms which were directly interrelated in the original string are no long-
er adjacent; the links between them have, in fact, been broken, so that
the eye now perceives links which were not intended by the indexer.

This particular problem could be resolved by retaining the original
order of terms, but applying a KWIC technique (Keyword In Context).
In this type of index the filing of entries is carried out in the centre of
the page, e.g.

t l
I Fil ing column 

I

India. Cotton industries. Personnel. Training

This form of presentation would allow us to retain the original con-
text-dependent order, but at the cost of a rather crimbersome entry for-
mat which is often highly wasteful of space.

A more elegant solution, the one employed in PRECIS, is to adopt a
two-line entry structure:

Personnel. Cottorr indtrsries. India
Training

This entry format allows us to indicate the simultaneous relationship
of the term "Personnel" to: (a) terms of "wider" context, e.g. "Cotton
industries" and "India"; (b) any terms of "narrower" context, e.&
"Training."

The example of an entry shown above demonstrates the three named
parts of a PRECIS entry (Figure 3) :

LEAD Qualifier

Display

The Parts 
", "Tffi:lr 

Inrlex Entry
The "Lead" is the term which functions as the entry point for the

user; this is printed in bold face to emphasise its significance as the pri-
mary filing element. The "Qualifier?' consists of terms which, seen from
the viewpoint of the Lead, are of successively wicler context. The "Dis'
play" contains terms of narrower context. The qualifier and display po-
sitions are not necessarily occupied in all index entries.
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Variations in Entry Format

Entries of the type shown above can be produced mechanically frgm

any string in which terms are set down in a context-dependent order.

The strin! which serves as the source of these entries can be visualised

as a vertical sequence of terms:

India
Cotton industries
Personnel
Training

Let us assume that each of these terms is required as a lead. The en-

tries shown in Figure 2 can then be produced by applying the simple

algorithm shown'in Figure 4; this generates a set of entries in what is

known as the "standard format."
In some cases the terms in a sffing may be related in such a way that,

in order to maintain context-dependency, one or more of the entries has

to be formatted in a somewhat diff..etti (i.e' "non-standard") way. Fig-

ure 5 shows a string in which one entry, that generated under the term

"Floods," calls for a special format. This is produced by a routine

known as the "predicaie transformation." The first three entries gen'

erated from this string are completely "standard," i.e. they were Pro'

in the subject as a whole.
Attention is drawn to two other codes, $v and $w, which also appear

in the string. These introduce auxiliary cornPonents of machine-generaG
ed phrases, iuch as "Damage by floods" and "Damage to croPs."

String lAriting and the Use of the RoIe Operators

It was stated earlier that terms in an input sffing should be set down

in a context-depenclent order. To ensure tliat a team of difierent index-

ers, or the sam6 indexer on difierent occasions, consistently arrives at the

same conciusions concerning this input order, use is made of the scherna
of ,'role opeiarors" which ii shown 

^below 
(Figure 6) . since this schema

cleterminei the order in Which terms should be cited, it could be regard-
e<l as a kincl of indexing "gramfiiar." Through use of this schema, the
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Take first/next rerm required as Lead

Iv
Print term in Lead

Iv
Any earlier terms in string?

Iv
Yes

Iv
Print these terms in Qualifier in the order in
which they occur when "reading up" rhe

string (i.e. the reverse of inpur order)

Any later terms in string?

I
,

Yes

I
Iv

Complete entry by printing rhese rerms in
Display in the order in which they occur

when "reading down" the str ing

I
Iv

Any more terms in string required as Lead - yes

I
Iv

No

End of entry generation

Figure 4
Basic Algorithm for rhe "standard Entry Format"
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String
(0) India
(l) crops
(2) damage $v by gw to
(3) floods

fndia
Crops. Damage by floods

Crops. India
Damage by floods

Damage. Crops. India
By floods

Standard entries

Entry produced by "predicate transformation"
Floods. India

Damage to crops
Figure 5

Example of a Non-Standard Entry Format

indexer expresses the relationships between the terms in a summary sub-
ject statement addressing such questions as:

(a) which terms are related?
(b) how are they related?
(c) given that a relationship between two terms has been established,

which of these terms serves as the "wider" context and should
therefore be cited first?

One other question logically precedes all these: i.e. what exactly is
meant by a "term"? If, as in PRECIS, a term is considered as a verbal
representation of a concept, this question can be rephrased as "What
constitutes a concept?" Svenonius expresses this question aptly as fol-
lows: "Where does one concept end, and the next begin?"+ For examplg
should "Personnel training' be accepted as a single term, or should it be
fractured into its separate components, i.e. "Personnel" and "Training"?

Each term in an input string must be preceded by an operator which
expresses, in a machine-readable way, the role of each term in the sub-
ject being indexed. The operators also contribute to string writing in the
following ways:

(a) they actively help the indexer to avoid indexing omissions,
prompting him to consider the subject from the viewpoint of
each operator in turn.

(b) they define what is meant by an indexing unit or term. A term
represents a concept; a concept is that part of a subject which
fits the definition of a single role operator. The indexer there-
fore knows that he should express a compound concept, such as
"Personnel training," by writing it into a string as separate
terms ("Personnel" and "Trainirg") , since each of these con-
cepts can be introduced by its own operator.

(c) if used correctly, they lead automatically to a context-dependent
order of terms. Terms introduced by numerical operators are
filed ordinally, i.e. the lower the numerical value of the op-
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Main line operators

Enaironment of obserued system

Obserued system (Core operators)

Data relating to obseraer
Selected instance
Presentation of data

Interposed operators

Dependent elements

Concept interl inks

Coordinate concepts

Differencing operators
(preftxed by g)

Connectives

(Components of linking phrases;
prefixect by ll)

Therne interlinks

Part/Property
Member of quasi-generic group
Aggregate

s
L

Role definer
Author attributed association

g Coordinate concept

P
q
r

h
i

J
k

m
n
o
d

Non-lead direct difference
Lead direct difference
Salient difference
Non-lead indirect difference
Lead indirect difference
Nonlead parenthetical difference
Lead parenthetical difference
Date as a difference

I v Downward reading component

I 
rv Upward reading component

x First elemcnt in cbordinate theme
y Subsequent element in coordinate

theme
z Element of common theme

Figure 6
PRECIS Role Operators
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erator, the earlier the position of the term in the string. Other
rules apply to the alphabetical operators, which can be inserted
into a string where necessary. One of these rules states, for in-
stance, that a term denoting a part (operator "p") should be
written so that it immediately follows the name of its contain-
ing whole.

Figure 7 demonstrates how the operators would be applied in practice
to the subject considered earlier. It should be noticed that the iitation
order embodied in the operators produces an order of terms which cor-
responds exactly to that deduced previously (see the section on "context
dependency") on other grounds.

Term
Training
Personnel

India

Concept analysis
Role

Transitive action
Object of action, and part of key
system
Location

Role operator
I

P

0
tcotton industries 

5',l"ill'ifr; Hi.:1".r-,i3';.,1#'n
Input string

(0) India
(l) cotton industries
(p) personnel
(2) training

The Use .rTilH.:l operarors

The operators have one further and very important function. Since
an operator forms one of the components in the "manipulation code"
which precedes each term in the input string, the operators also func-
tion as computer instructions, and they regulate not only the format of
the index entries, but also the typography and punctuation associated
with each term. By themselves, the operators cannot convey all the in-
structions needed for index production; they do not, for instance, indi-
cate whether or not a term is required as a Lead. The manipulation code
therefore contains other characters in addition to operators; in fact the
primary code consists of 9 characters, the operator being the 3rd (Figure
8). We shall not attempt a detailed description of these codes in the
present account; this, and other technical aspects of PRECIS, can be
found in the "Manual."5 It is, however, worth mentioning that the
choice of lead terms is regulated by the fourth characrer in the code:

0 = Not required as Lead
I = Required as Lead

In Figure 8 all terms are marked as Lead.
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India
cotton industries

Pefsonnel
training

pREcrs r,'put strir,f;tBili*t** codes and rerms

It is also worth pointing out that, despite their formidable appear-
ance, these codes can be mastered by an indexer after an hour or two of
practical instruction.

Syntax and, Semantics

There is a current tendency-which possibly springs from the writ-
ings of the Cranfield researchers-to talk of "index languages" rather
than "indexing systems."6 The new term is apt, insofar as it prompts us
to view indexing systems as special-purpose languages, and to describe
them in linguistic terms. A distinction is made in linguistics between
syntactic and semantic relationships (Gardin referred to these as "syn-
tagmatic" and "paradigmatic" relationships respectively) .t Itt PRECIS,
these difierent types of relationship are seen as forming two dimensions
in a total subject description (Figure 9) .

$z 0 103 0$d
$z I 103 0$a
$z p 103 0$a
$z 2 103 0$a

lNDI]S'I'RIES

I
Iv

ASIA TI,XTILE NI,\NPOWIiI{

Employees
Stafi
Workers
Labour

EDUCAf'ION

I
I
I

Semantic
rclntionshitts

INDUSTRIES

Sy n t a ct ic reI n tion sh ip s

Figure 9
The Syntax and Semantics of PRECIS

We have concentrated so far on syntactic relationships: that is, those
relationships which are:

(a) document-dependent (or a posteriori)-in the sense that the
presence of a relationship between, for example, "India" and
"Cotton industries" is contingent upon the existence of a docu-
ment in which these concepts are brought together. We cannot
reliably predict these syntactic relationships in advance of in-
dexing.

(b) variable; the syntactic relationship between two concepts may
vary from one subject to the next. Consider, for instance:
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"The assessment of students by teachers"
"The assessment of teachers by students"

Although the same concepts appear in both of these subjects
they are related in quite difierent ways.

(c) displayed in PRECIS by the juxtaposition of terms in index en-
tries.

Semantic relationships, on the other hand, are characterised as:
(a) document-independent (or a priori,) -in the sense that a relation-

ship between "Cotton industries" and "Textile industries" exists
by definition, i.e. the concept "Cotton industries" necessarily en-
tails the broader concept "Textile industries."

(b) invarianq "Textile industries" and "Cotton industries" stand in
a hierarchical relationship regardless of the various subjects in
which they might occur. One cannot readily foresee any circum-
stance which would cause this relationship to change, e.g. to one
of synonymy.

(c) displayed, in PRECIS, primarily (though not exclusively) by
means of "See" and"See o/so" references.

PRECIS belongs to the category of alphabetical specific indexes, and
each concept is represented by a single specific term. Redundant terms,
including any whose presence is sufficiently implied by the presence of
some other term in the entry, are excluded as a matter of policy. This
applies in particular to semantically related terms; it is considered that
their inclusion in a string would seriously impair the intelligibility of
entries. We have to remember, however, that a user may still wish to ap-
proach a subject by a term judged as redundant by the indexer. To allow
for this, the index provides a network of "Se,e2' and "See also" refet-
ences directing the reader towards lead terms in entries, from other
terms, such as synonyms, the names of containing classes, etc.

Semantic Relationship s

PRECIS follows the ISO (International Organization for Standardiza-
tion) guidelines on thesaurus construction in recognising three basic types
of semantic relationship.e These relationships, and the references used to
express them, are listed in Figure 10.

Relationship Method of display Example

EQUIVALENCE (Synonymy) "See" reference Staff See Personnel
e.g. Forbidden term/

preferred term
HIERARCHICAL
e.g. Genus/species

ASSOCIATIVE
(Non-hierarchical)

"See also" reference Textile industries
See also

Cotton industries
"See also" reference Manpower

See also
Personnel

Figure l0
Basic Types of Semantic Relationship
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This classification of relationships is not especially novel. For many
years, thesauri have indicated the equivalence relation by the convention
"Use/UF," the hierarchical relation by BT/NT, and other associations

and if. one of the terms helps to define or explain the other. In this way,
PRECIS provides not only traditional hierarchical references from the
name of a genus to its species, e.g.

Rescue services
See also

Lifeboat services

but also shows those less-obvious semantic routes to a term which may,
nevertheless, be useful to the user, e.g.

Shipwrecks
See also

Lifeboat services

There is no theoretical limit to the total number of references which
may be made to a given term, nor to the number of references made to
that term on the basis of a particular type of semantic relationship. For
example, a term such as "Cars" may have:

(i) two synonyms

(iD two higher generics

(iii) an associated term

Automobiles Sae Cars
Motor cars See Cars
Motor vehicles

See also
Cars

Passenger vehicles
See also

Cars
Motoring

See also
Cars

The reciprocals of all these relationships are recorded in the ma-
chine-held PRECIS thesaurus. but for economic reasons hierarchical re-
latior-rships are displayed in the printed index only from the broader to
the narrower term, e.g.

Motor vehicles
See also

Cars

The Indexing Vocabulary
The vocabulary used in PRECIS can be described as:
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(a) structured, that is to say, the types of semantic relationship con-
sidered above are recognised and recorded.

(b) controlled, in that each concept is represented by a single "pre'
ferred" term, "See" references being made to preferred terms
from non-preferred synonyms.

(c) open-ended, in that new tenns can be added to the system as
soon as they are encountered in the literature. The vocabulary
then achieves a measure of currency beyond the scope of any
system in which additions to, and revisions of, the vocabulary
depend upon the decisions of an editorial board. In choosing a
preferred term, and identifying its semantic connections with
other terms, the indexer is likely to draw on one or more of the
following kinds of information source: dictionaries, glossaries,
reference works, thesauri, classification schemes, his own knowl'
edge, and the knowledge of any available subject experts.

Generation of References

References, like index entries, are generated from a computer-held
file. This file consists of several independent but interrelated addresses,
each of which contains one or more of the following data:

(a) a Reference Indicator Number (RIN) which uniquely identifies
that particular address.

(b) the term assigned to that address. This may be either a referred-
from or a referred-to (target) term in a printed reference.

(c) in the case of a target term, one or more reference-generating
codes. Each code is followed immediately by the RIN of a re-
ferred-from term, and it indicates: (i) the relationship between
the target term and the referred-from term, (ii) the type of
reference ("See" or "See a/so") which should be printed.

A record on card of this kind is made out for each term when it is
first admitted into the vocabulary. Three simple examples of term rec-
ords are shown in Figure I l.

RIN of target Target term Codes
ternx

.RINs ol
referred-from terms

Figure ll
' Term Records
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005920x Cotton Industries $o 0010464
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These term records on card serve first as copy for a keyboard op-
erator. Once the data has been assigned to the computer, the cards are re-
turned to the indexer, sorted into alphabetical order, and they then
serve as the indexer's main authority file of terms. In time this informa-
tion will be available on-line.

During the production of an index, the comPuter could be instruct-
ed to generate a full set of references from the terms in the machine'
held file. Ilowever, unless we intend to produce a complete retrosPective
index (i.e. one which contains all the entries created so far) the result-
ing output would almost certainly include a number of "blind" refer-
ences, i.e. references leading to terms not used as leads in that particular
issue of an index. To generate only those references which are appropri-
ate to a given index, the terms in each string are first checked against the
authority file, and their RINs are established. These numbers are then
added to a special field in the indexing record, and it is these which gen-
erate all (and only) the references appropriate to those entries.

To demonstrate the operation of this stage in index production let
us assume that the term records shown in Figure I I are on the machine-
held file, and that the RIN for "Cotton industries" (005920x) has ap-
peared on at least one indexing record. This number conveys the follow-
ing instructions to the computer:

(a) proceed to address 005920x in the machine-readable file; find
and record the target term stored there, i.e.

Cotton industries

(b) establish the presence of any reference-generating codes at this
address (e.g. $o). This particular code will be interpreted as an
instruction to print a "See a/so" reference to the target term,
e.g.

See also
Cotton industries

(c) proceed to the address which follows the reference-generating
code (0010464) ; extract the referred-from term, and complete
the reference:

Textile industries
See also

Cotton industries

(d) each referred-from term is next treated in its turn as a target
term, and the operation is repeated. This would give rise to a
further reference such as:

Industries
See also

Textile industries

(e) this operation will be repeated step-by-step to the top of a hier-
archy, a reference being generated at each step.
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The routine described above would lead to the printing of refer'
ences directly from one term to the next term lower in the hierarchy.
Flowever, the program also includes a special mechanism for suppressing
references to certain terms in the hierarchy which did not also occur in
an index entry. If, for example, a given issue of an index had not in-
cluded an entry under "Textile industries," the final reference would
have been printed as:

Industries
See also

Cotton indusries

The Subject Indicator Number

In the section on "Division of Labour in Index Production," refer-
ence was made to the Subject Indicator Number (SIN) as one of the ele-
ments in an indexing record which uniquely locates the address in a
machine-held fiIe at which all the indexing data will be stored. Its special
role in practice is best explained by considering the progress of a docu-
ment as it is catalogued and indexed to produce a MARC record. Those
catalogue data which are unique to the document (e.g. its author, title
and collation) are recorded on a special cataloguing form. However, no
space is provided on this form for subject data, apart from a special
field which will later hold the SIN. Indexing data are recorded on a spe.
cial form; the SIN is then assigned to the subject data, and these are sub-
mitted separately to the computer.

At the same time, the SIN which locates these subject data is also
written on the catalogue record. This number efiectively links these two
types of data, and they can then be brought together to form a unit
when, for example, a MARC tape or the national bibliography is being
produced.

When subject data are accepted by the computer, the machine re-
sponds by producing, on cards, all the index entries and references gen-
erated by the string and its RINs. The SIN also appears on each of these
cards and the cards then function as the indexer's main authority file.
If, on a later occasion, an indexer examines a document, establishes its
subject matter, and then finds that this subject exists already on the file,
he can write the SIN directly onto the catalogue record and the trans-
action is complete; none of the subject data needs to be rewritten. To
understand fully the saving (in terms of intellectual efiort) which this
mechanism allows, it needs to be realised that, in the British Library, in-
dexing data includes not only the PRECIS string and its RINs, but also
an associated DC class number, an LC class number, the appropriate Li-
brary of Congress subject heading (s) plus various other data. As the size
of the authority file grows, so does the chance of encountering a repeat
subject which can be handled simply by quoting an existing SIN. In
BNB, after three years of PRECIS, over 50/o of the documents appear-
ing in the bibliography were being handled by quoting existing SINs in
this wav.
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Oueraiew

In conclusion we will briefly attemPt to draw the threads together.
Figure l2 outlines the sequence of opefations leading to the production
of a PRECIS index to the British National Bibliography. Steps are

tional exchange, and other bibliographical activities'

Step I
Step 2

Step 3
Step 4

Create a cataloguing record.
Check the index entry authority file. Is the subject of the document to

be indexed already on file?
Yes Go to Step l0
No Go to Step 3

Write a PRECIS string.
Check the string against the card file of term records. Are all terms

already on file?
Yes Go to Step 6
No Go to Step 5

Step 5 Create any new terrn records required; assign RIN'
Step 6 Add the appropriate RINs to the indexing record.
Step 7 Add other subject data (e.g. Dewey classmark) to the indexing record.
Step 8 Add an SIN to the indexing record.
Step 9 Assign the indexing record to the machine-held file.
Step l0 Add the SIN to the cataloguing record.
Step ll Input the cataloguing record.
Step 12 The computer links cataloguing data to the subject data stored at the

indicated SIN, ptoducing a complete MARC record.

Figure 12
Preparation of a MARC Record
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The basic aims of Frernont Rider's International Classification ate re'
examined,. It is argued that there is a difrerence between classification
for bi,bliographies and catalogues, on the one hand, and classification
for the arrangernent of physical items on shelues, on the other, yet
sorne systerns try to rneet both need,s. The requirernents for a shelf
classification are examined and the hypothesis is ofiered that they can'
not easily be met by a classification desi.gned for catalogues and' bibli'
ographies. Il distinct classifications are feasible the result mi'ght be
grea,ter efficiency and the narrotting of the gap between difierent modes
of thought regarding library classification. Little-used systenxs, such as
Rid,et's, ought to be tested as shelf classifications alongside acknowl'
edged. stand,ard schemes.
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deeply entrenched position. It is perhaps scarcely possible now for any
system to offer enough advantages of a decisive kind to have any real
prospect of replacing them, and no vigorous challenges exist.

Nevertheless a new system aimed solely at the task of organizing
books on the shelves of general libraries was launched quietly in 1961.
While we quickly recognize the centenary of the Decimal system, it is
hard to believe that fifteen years have passed since Fremont Rider pro-
duced lais International Classificati,on-which some British classification
enthusiasts seemed to think epitomized the fact that the gulf between
their philosophy and that of contemporaries in the United States was as
wide as the Atlantic-and certainly its reception could, at best, be de-
scribed as lukewarm. The scheme does not seem to have been applied at
all, and one reviewer spoke of it as urging us to return to nineteenth-
century methods "with all the fervour of a revivalist preacher," com'
plaining that it had to offer "nothing new except an up-to-date tabula-
tion of knowledge."r

Notwithstanding this, the scheme has some interesting tenets which
at least form a basis for argument over the philosophy and purpose of
any scheme or for a critical analysis of classificatory practice. Rider's
beliefs may be listed succinctly as follows:

l. If a classification is to be truly international, it must be neutral
with regard to cultures and creeds. The Decimal Classification is
not (but that was not Dewey's fault) .

2. No library employing the LC or Decimal classifications should
change unless acutely disenchanted with them. The International
Classification is strictly for new libraries.

3. Notation must be pure, short, and simple. This is seen as the key
reason for Dewey's success, especially in the early editions. Rider
selected a letter notation, providing places for some 17,000 topics
without ever exceeding three letters. (In his argument for letter
class-marks, he seems to ignore the "international" pull of num-
bers.)

4. Shelf classification is difierent from classification for catalogues,
bibliographies, and sophisticated retrieval systems. No one scheme
can serve all masters. (Rider calls the first group "library classifi-
cation" and the second group "bibliographical classification.")

5. Enumerative classification-the use of ready-made class-marks-
suffices for the shelves. Thus Rider spurns what has come to be
known as analytico-synthetic classification and has no "add to" in-
structions. The International Classification is thus claimed to be
easy to aPPly.

Wherever geogtaphical subdivision seems to be called for, it sets out, as an
integral part of its classification tables, the exact amount, and the exact
kind, of geographical subdivision which it deems necesary at that partic-
ular point. . , . It obviously has to throw mnemonics to the winds; but it
greatly lightens the work of the classifier and gains enormously in the
compactness of its call numbers.2
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He is, for a classification maker, extremely modest, and says of the
Decimal Classification, "no other existing book classification even re-
motely approaches it in practicality."a (Of course Rider had been a
biographer of Melvil Dewey, and when he produced a poem about
man's varied achievements and spoke of the supreme task of

him who grasps what all men do
And blends it into order
To give man's chaos of thought a reasoned form

it was Dewey that he had in mind.) a

What can one say, in retrospect, of the International Classification
or of its compiler's aims and ideas? It is true, as the present writer has
already said, that "it is more likely to attract dust than adherents."b Yet
it is the product of a most energetic scholar with a very wide range of
interests; it is modern; notational apportionment and balance are gen-
erally very good (although some subjects such as automation and educa-
tional psychology demand more room) and it is admirably simple, with
little national bias. A revision policy is lacking, but could doubtless be
provided-with no users at present that is scarcely a problem. But
Rider's greatest contribution is the food he gives for thought. One of
the beliefs listed above has gained much impetus since boldly pro-
claimed in the preface to the International Classi,fication. lt is the as-
sertion that classification for shelf arrangement is essentially different
from classification for catalogues or for sophisticated retrieval methods.
Now Ranganathan would not have this; he always argued that a single
scheme could serve for order on the shelves and for arrangement within
library catalogues. The amount of detail offered by such a sch€me, he
urged, should depend entirely on the subject of the book or other docu-
ment to be classified, since we should seek co-extensiveness of subject
and class-mark and the detail should be there, in the scheme, in case of
need. But since 196l there has been, even in Britain (the great strong-
hold of classification theory), a growing realization that there is a real
difierence between the classification of physical objects on the shelves
and the possible classification of descriptions of these in the catalogue.
The warnings that appear in papers by Moss, Line and Bryant, and even
Austin all emphasize this in various ways.6 It is significant that the re-
search that has borne fruit in PRECIS and the other work of Austin be-
gan by seeking a way to produce a new classification for both the shelves
and complex retrieval systems, but soon abandoned the former goal.?
Perhaps the real difficulty lies in the fact that classification for the
shelves, although still an absolutely necessary instrument in most li-
braries, is a relatively blunt one; however much finesse is applied to the
process, the degree of efficiency remains much the same. It is clear that
finesse in the form of extra detail is not the way to provide greater effi'
ciency; rather, the extra detail brings in disadvantages: it slows the clas-
sifying process, adds complexity to the notation, yet does not reveal sub-
ject relationships pertaining to secondary facets. Austin, in fact, now
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argues along these lines, stating that "reluctance to adopt one of the
high level systems in a general library is based upon entirely practical
considerations, and has to be seen in terms of the relationship between
the amount of intellectual effort. which is demanded by these system$
and the benefits which they ofier."e

If we accept this argument, we can divide classification schemes into
various camps. Rider's is for the shelves, Austin's emerging system is for
computerized retrieval, for instance. Some classifications still claim to be
all-purpose tools, however. Apart from Colon, there is the forthcoming
revision of Bliss (BC) which ofiers, via synthesis, a potentially very de-
tailed vocabulary. Mills writes "BC provides comprehensively for shelf
ordering of stock and for the organizing of classified indexes," but he
then speaks of a controlled vocabulary for post-coordinate indexing and
adds, "BC is excellently equipped to provide this vocabulary."e We may
think of Dewey as the shelf classification par excellence, but one mod-
ern advocate speaks of "its adaptability both for conventional shelf or
classed catalogue analysis and also, through its meaningful notation, for
retrieval through mechanization and computerized systems."t0 Looking
at Rider's work, fifteen years on, one sees his uncompromising insistence
that a shelf classification should be no more than that. If he was right,
what deductions can be made? What is more, do multipurpose schemes
actually lose efficiency in each sphere because of the attempt to be all-
rounders?

Before trying to answer such questions, it is as well to recollect the
results of Davison's survey of Dewey use in Britain, which showed that
librarians want a brief and simple notation for the shelves, but demand
detail in their classified catalogues or bibliographies.rr Bearing this in
mind and remembering that shelf order (although an important front-
line subject display and self-service aid) is inevitably limited in its abili-
ty to reveal detail or intricate subject relations, one can start by arguing
that synthesis in classification, notwithstanding the attention given to it
by so many British enthusiasts (including the present writer) , is essen-
tially for subject analysis in a classed catalogue and that an enumerative
system for shelf order saves time and efiort (as Rider demonstrates), is
likely to have a more acceptable notation, and gives the same degree of
efiectiveness at the relatively crude level of macro-order than can be
achieved there. Synthesis would, in such an argument, still be seen as ab-
solutely essential in a system like the Universal Decimal Classification
(UDC) or the Colon Classification aimed chiefly at classified catalogues,

or in any new system for computer-held indexes.
If such thinking can be accepted, one can digress briefly to consider

the role of notation. Traditionally it has been argued that the require-
ments of notation clash with each other to some extent, and many texts
have aired the pros and cons of hierarchical notation, for instance. But,
if Rider's distinction between library classification for shelves and bibli-
ographical classification for catalogues and retrieval devices is valid,
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desirable features.

tries if you have a classed catalogue" or to advocate "employ multipur-

pose scheme Z,but only use its broad enumerated detail on the shelves."

i'ot mott of us, in fact, a fresh start now seems impossible. It may be

be used in the catalogue and each entry could indicate a truncated form

of class-mark for shelving.
Austin speaks of stripping a shelf order scheme of unnecessary re-

finements to leave a brief ind simple notation, reasonable collocation on
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shelves, a scheme which is easy to apply, and a fairly stable maintenance
policy.l3 If one can, even for a few (perhaps wildly speculative) mo-
ments, completely ignore the present position of systems to examine
them simply on merits in the light of these criteria, some interesting
points emerge. The Decimal and LC classifications, despite their position
as international standards and despite their huge success in terms of use,
seem somewhat impeded as shelf systems by their attempt to be multi-
purpose. Their notation is not always short and this fault is exacerbated
in Dewey by the efiect of a hundred years of expansion and change
within the field of knowledge working upon a fairly rigid framework
in which notation was frequently ill-apportioned. Neither scheme ofiers
a very reasonable modern collocation of topics. LC is certainly the better
in this respect, at least at the broad level and for a scholarly library, and
is partly indebted to Cutter for this, but the mode of division is fre-
quently cumbersome, as is the notation, and there are several rather
archaic groupings. Maintenance policy is good in both cases, but Dewey
is not always easy to apply as a shelf scheme because of its partial use of
synthesis and also because the synthetic devices have been extended in
somewhat piecemeal fashion over the years so that, in applying Area
Table numbers to a class-mark from the main tables for example, rules
cannot be applied consistently throughout. Against the two "giants" let
us consider two "parvenu" contenders for providing order on the shelves
-the revised Bliss Classification and Rider's scheme. These would offer
short alphabetical class-marks for the shelves (assuming that in BC the
synthesis is reserved for catalogues and truncation is occasionally used).
Both are likely to be applied quickly and easily; indeed the author has
found that this is certainly so in the case of the International Classifica-
tion.

Revision is a problem, but one that could be solved if interest in
these schemes can be generated and some evidence of their practical
ability displayed. Finally, on the questions of collocation, sequence, bal-
ance, and modernity, it is clear that because of the scholarship and
utility of the enumerated detail, both the huge single volume of Rider
and the circulated drafts of classes for the new edition of Bliss are su-
perior to either LC or Dewey as a shelf order system.

This, of course, does not necessarily mean that either will make any
headway at all! Prospects for any new contender as a shelf classification
have been described above as poor, but this does not seem to deter some-
one with the pioneer spirit of Mayne from experimenting,l4 nor does it
stop several libraries from adjusting one of the standard systems exten-
sively-and often expensively-experimenting with "reader interest" or-
der perhaps (if a public library) ,16 or (if an academic library) possi-
bly devising a homemade system based on teaching patterns and faculty
structures within the parent institution.ro From the knowledge that
there is an innate desire in many librarians to tinker with established
classifications, to try to shape a system to fit the needs of a particular in-
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stitution, or simply to classify items themselves rather than meekly ac-
cept the decisions of a national cataloguing service, the following hy-
pothesis springs. Might it not be rational to seek out and apply con-
sciously a clear dichotomy in library classification? On the one hand we
might have an enumerative classification for the shelves which meets
Austin's stated criteria and could be applied locally-thus satisfying an
innate urge to do some classifying ourselves-without undue intellectu-
al efiort or waste of time. (Remembering the limits of classification at
this level, it is hard to accept A. C. Foskett's dictum that hard work and
expense are necessary.l?) This system would appear on catalogue entries
as a location device, but those wanting a classed catalogue would, on the
other hand, also employ a much more complex synthetic system for the
arrangement of entries, including entries for nonbook items, based on
thorough subject analysis. The writer remains convinced that the second
type of classification, largely supplied by national agencies and built
into the MARC record so that the cost is removed from the local library
level, is much needed and that the need may grow as administrative and
economic circumstances force the transfer of more material to closed-
access stacks, resulting in greater reliance on the subject catalogue. Now
while some librarians may strongly favour an alphabetical subject cata-
Iogue, it is clear that established lists of subjecr headings give rise to in-
creasing problems-partly because they do not adhere to carefully
planned and accepted principles, having been subjected to improvisation
and piecemeal or ad hoc growth over the years. It might well be that a
new general system aimed at classified catalogues and supplied with a
powerful alphabetical subject adjunct such as PRECIS would give us a
basis for a subject catalogue far superior to anything that has been
hitherto achieved and would lead to a new situation where the classified
and alphabetical subject catalogues were a complementary unity rather
than competitors.

If all this speculation is not too unrealistic, one might go on to argue
that a clear distinction between classification for the shelves and classi-
fication for retrieval systems where surrogates rather than items ate ar
ranged would clear up some arguments about this subject, as certain re-
quirements of schemes or of notation, as stressed in textbooks, would
clearly relate only or chiefly to one of these distinct contexts. Perhaps we
may even hope that such a distinction would lead to some closing of the
gap between "schools" of classification thinking in North America and
Britain respectively-since synthetic classification aimed solely at the cat-
alogue might win the sympathy and respect of the doubrers, especially
if a more rationally constructed and utilitarian alphabetical subject by-
product arose from the process, while enumerative systems would be ac-
cepted for the shelves.

Perhaps, of course, the speculation is much too far removed from
what will happen, although it can still have value in helping us to re-
think our policy critically and to justify present pracrice. Yet as funds
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were found to support the testing of "advanced" indexing languages
aimed largely at special libraries, as carried out at Cranfield and else-
where, would it not be feasible and worthwhile to test some of the
above hypotheses too-perhaps by funded research in the United States?
There are thousands of general libraries in various countries, many of
them possibly applying an inherited system of classification in an un-
critical (dare one say unthinking?) way and perhaps lacking a clear lead.
If a carefully devised programme of research and testing proved that
the distinction made here between the different functions of classifica-
tion has some validity or that either the forthcoming revised Bliss Clas-
sification or the International Classification offers advantages over Dewey
or LC as a shelf system, then possibly the long-accepted status quo might
alter, despite Rider's diffidence regarding reclassification. Alternatively,
Decimal and LC might emerge as the besf shelf systems, or might be led
to drop attributes which gear them for bibliographic retrieval and cata-
logue organization rather than shelf order. (They would presumably re-
main in the MARC record in any case and would thus continue as a
guide for those not wanting to classify for the shelves locally and indi
vidually.) A research programme of this kind would need thorough
planning and would not be cheap, but a great deal of money would be
saved in many libraries if hard evidence was available to vindicate re-
tention or change of present classificatory practice for the shelves. A
new system could be inroduced from a given date in many libraries if
really justified.

It seems certain to many of us acquainted with the evolution of bib-
liographical classification over a century that the end-product of Austin's
work may well be a "retrieval classification" or "meta-language" far su-
perior to anything we now have, and may indeed constitute a require-
ment of an international MARC. This would leave order on the shelves
as the clear primary objective of LC and Decimal, and we should ask,
despite the international notation of the latter, do they really score over
Rider, Bliss (in its enumerated detail) , or even some well-devised reader-
interest order with regard to acceptable present-day collocations at a rela-
tively broad level, ease of application, and brevity of notation? Rider's
scheme, fifteen years on, has a moral for us despite its conspicuous lack
of any practical success. For a shelf classification, it may be that a system
which concentrates on "an up-to-date tabulation of knowledge" has
something to ofier or to teach.
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Guidelines for the Formulation
of Collecfion Development Policies

Cor-rrcrrorv Dnvrr-oprushlr Covrurrtnn
Resources Section

Resources and Teclznical Seraices Diaisi'on
American Library Association

'flHE COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE of the Re-
I sources Section. Resources and Technical Services Division, American

following collection development activities: formula budgeting and al-
location; the formuiation of ccllection development poiicies; the devel'

opment of review programs designed to assist in the solution of space
pioblems; and the description and evaluation of library collections. The

Guid,elines for the Formulation of Collection Deaelopment Policies
which follow were prepared by task-force members Thomas Shaughnes-
sy, ffans Weber, and Sheila Dowd (chairman), and were submitted to
the committee for revision at its meetings of January and July 1975'

l . INTRODUCTION

l.l Purpose.
The committee ofiers these Guidelines for the Formulation of CoI'
Iection Deaelopment Policies in the belief that collection develop-

Manuscript received and accepted for publication JuIy 1976.
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1.2

ment policy statements must be comprehensible, and that they must
be comparable, particularly if they are to prove useful in the im-
plementation of long-range goals for sharing of resources.
Objectives.
The immediate aims of the designers of these Gui.delines are, to
identify the essential elements of a written statement of collection
development policy, and to establish standard terms and forms for
use in the preparation of such policies.
Need.
Widespread budgetary constraints and the growth of interlibrary co-
operation in resources-sharing call for analysis of collection activity
in universally comprehensible terms.
Scope.
The committee has attempted to provide an instrument that will be
of use to libraries of all kinds and sizes in formulating statements
of their collection development policies. Some elements of the
Guidelines, however, will of necessity be more applicable to larger
libraries.
Audience.
The Guidelines are intended to help library administrators and col-
lection development librarians to produce a document that can serve
as both a planning tool and a communications device. The resulting
policy statements should clarify collection development objectives
to staff, users, and cooperating institutions, enabling them to iden-
tify areas of strength in library collections; and by this means
should facilitate the coordination of collection development and co
operative services within an area or region.
Methodology.
Tlne Guidelines have been submitted to the committee in open meet-
ing at several Midwinter and Annual Conferences. The group dis-
cussions, in which numerous visitors have participated, have resulted
in extensive revisions of the initial drafts.
Assumptions.
1.7.1 A written collection development policy statement is for any

library a desirable tool, which: (a) enables selectors to work
with greater consistency toward defined goals, thus shaping
stronger collections and using limited funds more wisely; (b)
informs users, administrators, trustees and others as to the
scope and nature of existing collections, and the plans for con-
tinuing development of resources; (.) provides information
which will assist in the budgetary allocation process.

1.7.2 lt is desirable that form and terminology of collection devel-
opment policy statements be sufficiently standardized to permit
comparison between institutions.

1.7.3 Libraries have acknowledged the impossibility of building to-
tally comprehensive collections, and will increasingly need to

t . 3
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rely on cooperative activities. Collection development policy
statements will assist cooperative collection building, and will
also, in the absence of precise bibliographic tools such as union
catalogs, be of value to users and user-service units in locating
materials.

1.8 Definit ions.
1.8.1 Levels of collection density and collecting intensity codes. The

codes defined below are designed for use in identifying both
the extent of existing collections in given subject fields (col-
lection density) and the extent of current collecting activity
in the field (collecting intensity) .
A. Comprehensive level. A collection in which a library en-

deavors, so far as is reasonably possible, to include all sig-
nificant works of recorded knowledge (publications, manu'
scripts, other forms) , in all applicable languages, for a
necessarily defined and limited field. This level of collect-
ing intensity is that which maintains a "special collection";
the aim, if not the achievement, is exhaustiveness.

B. Research level. A collection which includes the major source
materials required for dissertations and independent re-
search, including materials containing research reporting,
new findings, scientific experimental results, and other in-
formation useful to researchers. ft also includes all impor-
tant reference works and a wide selection of specialized
monographs, as well as a very extensive collection of jour-
nals and major indexing and abstracting services in the
field.

C. Study level. A collection which is adequate to support un-
dergraduate or graduate course work, or sustained indepen-
dent study; that is, which is adequate to maintain knowl-
edge of a subject required for limited or generalized pur-
poses, of less than research intensity. It includes a wide
range of basic monographs, complete collections of the
works of more important writers, selections from the
works of secondary writers, a selection of representative
journals, and the reference tools and fundamental biblio-
graphical apparatus pertaining to the subject.
Basic level. A highly selective collection which serves to in-
troduce and define the subject and to indicate the varieties
of information available elsewhere. It includes major dic-
tionaries and encyclopedias, selected editions of important
works, historical surveys, important bibliographies, and a
few major periodicals in the field.
Minimal level. A subject area which is out of scope for the
library's collections, and in which few selections are made
beyond very basic reference tools.

Note: Definitions of collecting levels are not to be ap-

D.

E.
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plied in a relative or ad hoc manner (that is,
relative to a given library or group of libraries)
but in a very objective manner. Consequently it
is quite likely that a large number of libraries will
not hold comprehensive collections in any area.
Similarly, academic libraries which do not support
doctoral programs, or other types of libraries
which are not oriented toward specialized re-
search, may not have any collections that would
fall within the research level as defined herein.

The definitions are proposed to describe a
range and diversity of titles and forms of materi-
al; they do not address the question of availabil-
ity of multiple copies of the same title.

1.8.2 Language codes.
The following codes should be used to indicate languages in
which material is collected. Libraries wishing a greater refine-
ment of this data may sub-code with the MARC language
codes.
F. All applicable languages (i.e., no exclusions)
G. English
H. Romance languages

J. Germanic languages
K, Slavic languages
L. Middle Eastern languages
M. Asian languages
N. African languages
P. Other languages

2. GUIDELINES

2.1 Principles governing formulation and application of collection de-
velopment policies.
2.1.1 Libraries should identify the long- and short-range needs

their clientele, and establish priorities for the allocation
of
of

funds to meet those needs. A collection development policy
statement is an orderly expression of those priorities as they re-
late to the development of library resources.

Note: The collection development policy statement ad-
dresses the question of breadth and depth of subject
coverage. Libraries will need to formulate separate
statements of policy relating to duplication of materi-
als; and such additional policy statements must be
given consideration in fund allocation.

2.1.2 Collection development policy statements should be reviewed
at regular intervals to insure that changes in user needs are
recognized, and that changing budgetary situations are con-
fronted.
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2.1.3 A library's collection development policy should be coordinat-
ed with those of appropriate other libraries, whether in a hier-
archy of dependence, or in a division of responsibility among
equals. A collection development policy statement should assist
librarians to select and de-select in conformity with regional
needs and resources.

2.2 Elements of a collection development policy statement.
2.2.1 Analysis of general institutional objectives, including:

(l) Clientele to be served
(2) General subject boundaries of the collection
(3) Kinds of programs or user needs supported (research, in-

structional, recreational, general information, reference,
etc.)

(4) General priorities and
cluding:

governing selection, in-

(a) degree of continuing support for strong collections
(b) forms of material collected or excluded
(c) languages, geographical areas collected or excluded
(d) chronological periods collected or excluded
(e) other exclusions
(f) duplication of materials (generally treated; but see

also 2.1.1, Note)
(5) Regional, national, or local cooperative collection agree-

ments which complement or otherwise afiect the institu-
tion's policy.

2.2.2 Detailed analysis of collection development policy for subject
fields. The basic arrangement of this analysis is by classifica-
tion; a parenthetical subject term follows the class number for
ease of interpretation. A suggested minimum of refinement of
the Library of Congress classification on which to structure the
analysis is the breakdown into approximately 500 subdivisions
used in: Titles Classified, by the Li,brary of Congress Classifica-
tion: Seaenteen Uniaersity Li,braries. Preliminary ed. Berkeley,
General Library, University of California, 1973. (A list of the
classes used in that survey is appended to these guidelines.) For
Dewey or other classifications, a comparably refined breakdown
should be attempted.

Note: This recommendation indicates a minimal refinement
of classification analysis needed to permit interinsti-
tutional comparisons. Many libraries will prefer to ana-
lyze their collections in greater detail.

For each subject category (i.e., classification number or group
of numbers) , indicate the following:
(l) Level of collecting intensity codes to indicate:

(a) existing strength of collection
(b) actual current level of collection activity
(c) desirable level of collecting to meet program needs
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Language code or codes
Chronological periods collected
Geographical areas collected
Forms of material collected (or excluded)
Library unit or selector with primary selection responsibil-
ity for the field

2.2.3 Detailed analysis of collection development policy for form
collections.

In some libraries special collection development policy
statements are required for certain forms of materials, where
policy governing the collection of those materials differs from
the library's general policy for subject collections. Some exam-
ples of forms for which special policy statements may be need-
ed include:
(l) Newspapers
(2) Microformcollections
(3) Manuscripts
(4) Government publicarions
(5) Maps
(6) Audio-visual materials
(7) Data tapes

Where possible, it is desirable that the basic structure of the
policy statement for a form collection follow subject classifi-
cation; but with some form collections it will be necessary to
use another primary arrangement (kind of material , area,
etc.) . For example, the policy statement for a map collection
might be divided first into "general maps," "topographic
maps," "thematic maps," "raised relief maps," etc., with sub-
division by area classification; that for a newspaper collection
might be primarily by political division.

Whatever the basic structure chosen, the detailed analysis
of collection development for a form collection should in-
clude the elements identified in 2.2.2 (l) - (6) above.

2.2.4 Indexes.
The information in the policy statement should be made ac-
cessible for a wide variety of purposes. To this end an index
should be appended which correlates subject terms to class
numbers. Individual libraries may also wish to index by aca-
demic programs, library units, or other key words or concepts.

APPENDIX

Classes used in Titles Classi.fieil by the Library of Congress
C tassification : Seventeen Universi,ty Libraries

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

AP
AS
AY

AI
AM
AN

AC
AF
AG

frz
Bl-68
869-789
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8790-5739
BC
BD
BFI-1000
BFt00I-1400
BFl40l-1999
BH
BJr-1800
BJl80l-2195
BL
BM
BP
BR
BS
BT
BV
BXr-799
8X80H795
8X4800-9999

cs
CT
Dr-900
D90l*1075
DA
DB
DC
DD
DE
DF
DG
DI{
DJ
DK
DL
DPI-500
DP50l-900
DQ
DR
DSI-40
D54t-829
DS330-500
DS50l-935
DT
DU
DX
El-139
E140-200
E20l-299
E30r-440
E44r-655
E656-859

. 46 .

Fl-205
F206475
F476-705
E72r-854
F85G-975
F100Flr70
Fl20r-r392
Fr40t-14r9
Fr42r-r577
Fl60l-2151
F2l6t-2175
8220r-3799
Gl-890
Gl00r-3102
G3160-9980
GAI-87
cAr00-1999
GB
GC
GF
GNI-295
GN307-686
GN700-875
GR
GT
GVt-198
cv20l-553
cv557-il97
GVl200-1570
GVt580-r799
GVl800-1860
H
HA
HB
HC
HDI-IOO
HDl0l-r395
HDl40t-2210
IID232r4730
HD480l-8942
HE
HFI-4050
HF500t-6351
HG
HJ
HM
HN
HQ
HS

JQ
JS
Jvr-5399
JV600l-9500
Jx
K-KE
KF
KFA-KFW
KFX
L

Ml-4
M5-1490
M1495-5000
ML
MT
N
NA
NB
NC
ND
NE
N K
NX
P
PAI-2995
PA3000*3049
PA305M500
PA5000-5665
PA6000-704r
PA800l-8595
PBI-431
PBl00r-3029
PCr-400
PC601-872
PC890
PC90l-986
Pcl00l-1984
PC200l-3761
PC380l-3976
PC40014577
PC500l-5498
PDr-717
PDl00l-1350
PDl501-7r59
PE
PFI-979
PFl00t-1184
PFl40r-1558
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PF300l-5999
PGI-489
PG500-585
PG60l-799
PG80l-1158
PGll6l-1164
PGlrTl-1798
PGl80l-1998
PG2900-3155
PG3200-3299
PG3300-3490
PG3500-3560
PG380l-3998
PG400l-5198
PG520l-5598
PG565l-5698
PG600l-7498
PG7900-7948
PG800l-9268
PG950l-9678
PHI-79
PHgl-498
PH50l-1109
PHl20l-3718
PH500l-5490
PJI-995
PJl00l-1989
PJ200l-2199
PJz30l-2551
PJ300l-4091
PJ4r0l-5809
PJ590l-9288
PKI-90
PKl0l-2891
PK290l-5534
PK600l-6599
PK670l-6996
PK700l-9601
PLI-489
PL490495
PL50l-898
PL90l-998
PLl00t-3299
PL330l-3505
PL352t-4587
PL460l-4961
PL500l-7101
PL750l-7893
PL8000-8844
PMI-95
PMl0l-7356
PM780l-7895
PM800l-9021
PNI-44
PN45-75
PN80-99
PNl0l-249
PN44l-r009
PNl0l0-1588
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LA
LB
LC
LD
LE
LF
LG
LH
LJ
LTc

CB
cc
CD
CE
cJ
CN
CR

HT
HV
HX
J
JA
Jc
JF
JK
JL
JN



PNl600-1657
PNl660-1864
PNl865-1989
PNl99l-1992
PNl993-1999
PN2000-2081
PN2085-2219
PN2220-2298
PNz300-2554
PN2570-2859
PN286F3030
PN3035
PN3l5l-319r
PN3l95-3300
PN33lI-3503
PN400l-4355
PN439M500
PN4699-5650
PN60l0-6078
PN6080-6095
PN6099-6120
PN6l2l-S146
PN6l47-6231
PN6233-6381
PN6400-6525
Pql-841
PQll00-1297
Pql300-1595
PQl600-1709
Pql7t0-1935
PQr947-2147
PQzl49-2551
PQ2600-2651
PQ2660-2686
Pq3800-3999
PQ400l-4263
Pq4265-4556
Pq456t-46M
PQ46754734
PQ4800-4886
PQ590l-5999
Pq600t-6269
PQ627l-6498
PQ6500-6576
PQ6600-6647
Pq665l-6676
PQ7000-7079
PQ7080-7087
PQ7l00-7349
PQ736l-7539
PQ755l-8560
PQ8600-8929
PQ9000-9r89
PQgl9l-9255
PQ926l-9288
Pq94C9479
PQ95fi)-9696
PQe697-9699
PQ9900-9999

PRI-?8
PRSr-l5I
PRl6l-479
PR50F978
PRl098-r395
PRl490-1799
PRl803-2165
PR2r99-2405
PR24U-2416
PR24r7-2745
PR2750-3112
PR3l35-3198
PR329r-3785
PR399r-5990
PR600m49
PR605M076
PR8309-9899
PSI-478
PS50l-690
P5700-893
PS991-3390
PS3500-3549
PS3550-3576
PTr-951
PTll00-1485
PTr50l-1695
PTl70r-179?
PTt799-2592
PT2600-2659
PT2660-2688
PT370l-4899
PT500r-5395
P'r5400-5547
PT5555-5880
PT588l
PT5885-5980
PT600M47r
PT650GS590
PT65E2
PT700l-7099
PT7l0l-7599
PT760l-8260
PT830l-9155
PT920l-9999
PZl4
PZ5-t0
PZll-99
o
QAr-99
QAl0l-145
QAl50-299
QA30M33
qA44M99
QA80l-939
QB
QCI-75
qcsl-lr9
qcl20-r68
QCr70-220

QC22r-246
QC25r-338
QC35H96
Qc50r-798
qc80l-999
QDI-69
qDTl-145
qDr46-199
qD24r44S

QD450-731
QD90l-999
QE
QHI-199
QH20r-278
QHSOr-705
QKr-474
QK475-989
QLI-355
QL362-739
QL750-9el
qM
qPl-348
QP35l-499
qP50l-801

QP90l-981
QR
Rt-130
RlSl-687
R690-899
RAH2O
RA42l-790
RA79l-955
RA960-998
RAt001-lt7t
RAll90-1270
RB
RCt-106
RCll0-253
RC254-298
RC306-320
RC32r-43r
RC435-576
RC578-632
RC633-935
RC936-951
RC952-1299
RD
RE
RF
RG
RJ
RK
RL
RM
RS
RT
RV
RX
RZ

sl-760
s900-972
SB
SD
SF
SH
SK
T
TA
TC
TD
TE
TF
TG
TH
TJ
TK
TL
TN
TP
TR
TS
TT
TX
U
UA
UB
UC
UD
UE
UF
UG
UH
v
VA
VB
vc
VD
VE
VF
VG
VK
VM
z4-t5
z40-tt5
zll6-550
z55t-66r
2662-t000
zt00t-rr2l
zr20r-r2r2
zl2r5-136r
21365-140r
21411-1945
22000-2959
23001-4980
2505r-5055
25056-8999
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AACR Chapter 6 as Adopted, Applied,
and Assessed bv Research Libraries

JouN D. Bvnulr, Jn.*
Catalogue Li'brarian

and.
D. WnrrNEv Con

D escrip tiue C at alo gui'n g Librarian
Pr in c e ton U ni,a er sity Lib rary

Pfinceton,New Jersey

f or them, are indicated.

TN EARLY 1975, a project, sponsored by the Council on Library Re-
I sources through its Fellowship Program, to determine the current ap-

plication of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (AACR) by large re-

iearch libraries as well as catalogers' suggestions for code improvement
resulted in the distribution of questionnaires to the eighty-one members
of the Association of Research Libraries (ARL), which had agreed to

assist the study. (Only thirteen (13.8 percent) of the ninety-four li-

braries then comprising the ARL membership did not choose to partici-
pate.) Of the institutions which received questionnaires, seventy-five re-

il-"""..tipt received April 19?6; accepted for publication May 1976.
* Mr. Byrum is now Chief, Descriptive Cataloging Division, Library of Congress.
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to share this information with those interested in following develop-
ments that concern the bibliographic description of library materials.

Adoption and Applicati.on

Any concern that the conventions of. ISBD (M): International Stan-
dard Bibliographic Descripti.on for Monographic Publicationsz wottld
prove alien io ine researctr library community was quickly dispelled by
its widespread acceptance of the revision of chapter 6 of the Anglo-
American Cataloging Rules, North American Text, which was "occa'
sioned . . to iniorporate the provisions of the Intbrnational Standard
Bibliographic Description (Monographs) into the text fof the AACR]
in regular cataloging rule form." Within the first eight months which
followed publication of revised chapter 6, thirty-eight or 50.7 Percent
of the participating ARL libraries had adopted it for purposes of origi-
nal cataloging. Of these, thirteen made the switch during the latter half
of 1974, while twenty-five began to use the new rules within the first
quarter of 1975. In addition, thirty libraries (40 Percent) of the resPon-
dents reported that although they had not yet adopted revised chapter Q
they did plan to do so. Seventeen of them set mid-1975 and two estab-
lished January 1976 as the target dates for the changeover. And, on Sep-
tember l, 7975, the ten libraries which had wanted to time their imple-
mentation of revised chapter 6 with that of the Ohio College Library
Center (OCLC) presumably began to apply its provisions for cataloging
input to OCLC's data base. Thus, by March 1975, only seven (9.3 per-
cent) of the research libraries surveyed had not yet settled on a policy
for adopting the new rules for the description of monographic publi-
cations. None indicated a decision to reject them.

It is significant that research libraries, having accepted the changes
in practices brought about by the revision of chapter 6, also supPort the
inuoduction of changes to the AACR which are undertaken to incor-
porate International Standard Bibliographic Descriptions in the form
of rules that are mandatory in their use. When queried, fifty-four (73
percent) of seventy-four participants with an opinion on the matter ei-
ther "disagreed" or "strongly disagreed" with the idea that revisions to
bring the AACR into conformance with ISBD's should aPPear as oPtion-
al features of the code. As one respondent stated: "An 'optional' stan-
dard is meaningless and ISBD should be accepted or rejected by the
AACR." Typical of more strongly held views as expressed by several
others was the comment that "optional ISBD is isolationist in an age of
cooperation and internationalism."

Of the libraries surveyed which have adopted revised chapter 6 or an-
nounced their intention to do so, twenty-four (35.3 percent) have de-
cided to apply it in its entirety to the cataloging of all monographic
publications selected for processing.

In accepting the new rules, the remainder have qualified their use of
them. Some participants report policies that exempt specific categories
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of library materials from application of revised chapter 6. Others have
modified certain of its provisions to substitute local rules for them. In
addition, five stated that as a result of cooperative cataloging alTange-
ments they would deviate from the new rules as may be required by
their networks.

Following the policy of the Library of Congress, rwenry-seven par-
ticipating institutions limit use of the new rules to works bearing an im-
print of l82l or later.s Two libraries have excepted all items acquired
for its special collections, while another will not apply revised chapter 6
to any publication with a pre-1850 imprint. One library srared that
monographs appearing before lg74 would nor be subjected to the new
rules. Two libraries have preferred to provide brief cataloging rather
than full standard descriptions for theses; one of them extends this
practice to include pamphlets.

In addition, one or more of the respondents indicated decisions to
amend or reject revised chapter 6 insofar as concerns the following
rules: l3l (Punctuation); l36D (Photographically reproduced reprint
and facsimile editions with only the original title page) ; 138 (Publisher) ;
139 (Date); l4l (Collation area); 142 (Series area) ; l43D2c-e (Original
title notes) ; l43D3e (Notes-Imprint area); 146 (Thesis note) ; 148A3
(Informal contents notes); 149 (International Standard Book Num-

ber) ; l5lD (Tracing) ; 152 (Issues and photoreproductions treated as
such) ; 153 (Ofiprints) ; 154 (Detached copies of parts of works) ; 155
(Supplements, indexes, etc.) ; 156 (Photoreproducrions to be described
as such). Locally developed substitutes for these rules, insofar as they
were described, are indicated within the paragraphs below that report
respondents'reactions to specific provisions of revised chapter 6.

Also pertinent to the application of revised chapter 6 are the deci
sions taken on the use of the two alternative rules which it incorporates.
The first of these-presented in footnote 8 to rule l34Dl-authorizes
omission of author statements except when specified circumstances neces-
sitate their inclusion. Only nine (18 percent) of the fifty libraries which
have adopted the new rules or plan to do so report that they have opted
to follow the alternative rule in this case. On the other hand, eighteen
(41.9 percenQ of the forty-three respondents who indicated a decision

in the matter have elected to adopt the other alternative rule in revised
chapter 6, that set out in footnote 20 to l43D2c-e to guide "libraries
which do not use uniform titles (or which use them only for particular
authors) " in forming certain original-title notes. In addition, one li-
brary has chosen to reject both rule l43D2c-e and alternative l43D2d-e
in favor of the following version of 743D2c:
The title of one or more other editions in rhe same or another language, pub-
lished earlier or simultaneously (but not later) . Use either form:

New York ed. (Knopf; has title:
American ed. published under title:

(It may be interesting to note that in the view of one respondent rule
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l43D2c-e is "one of the most dimcult to understand portions of the re-
vised chapter 6.")

Eaaluation

Widespread adoption of revised chapter 6 and general support of
the purpose which had prompted its preparation, however, should not
be taken as a suggestion that this publication has enjoyed uncritical ac-
ceptance by its users.

Comments by the respondents indicate that the Presentation and for-
mat of revised chapter 6 impede its comprehension. The wording of the
text proved to be a subject of general dissatisfaction. "The rules of the
changed chapter 6 in general are not difficult to apply, but the language
of revised AACR should be more explanatory," remarked one Partici-
panu "the old edition of the chapter 6 was very much better on this."
Respondents frequently complained about examples to demonstrate rule
application. As one stated in a comment which was typical of others:
"Chapter 6 is in great need of a variety of examples to illustrate its
many innovations. . . ." It was also suggested that inclusion of composite
examples to display the efiects of rule application on the formulation
of catalog entries as a whole would have served to ease efiorts at absorb'
ing the new rules. The failure of the publication to provide an index
was very often cited as a cause for difficulty in learning and applying its
provisions. In addition, shortcomings which resulted from production
of revised chapter 6 by camera copy of typewritten script-especially be-
cause of the lack of a variety of typographical faces and indentions-
were said to have hindered its use.

Beyond these general concerns, respondents identified particular Pro-
visions of revised chapter 6 which they feel are deficient. Sometimes
their comments reflect misunderstanding which may have been caused by
unclear rule writing; on other occasions, they illustrate inadequacies in
the rules themselves. Respondents also cited provisions to which they ob-
jected on grounds that these rules yield undesirable results or are imprac-
tical to apply.

Rule l3l introduces the concept of prescribed punctuation as a
means of systematically delimiting and identifying the parts ("areas"
and "elements") of a bibliographic record. For most respondents, this
practice constitutes the most radical change to aPpear in revised chapter
6, and it is therefore not surprising that some voiced objection to its an-
ticipated effects on the catalog user. "The needs of the patron are ig-
nored in this change," felt one participant; "when one has been taught
standard punctuation, the slashes, equal signs, strange spacing, etc., are
confusing to say the least." Others echoed this sentiment. Indeed, one
adopting research library initially decided to reject the punctuation con-

.ventions of revised chapter 6, although it subsequently reversed its posi-
tion in this matter.

Further comment on rule l3l related to the practical applications of
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its provisions. Problems cited included the lack of instructions to address
the handling of prescribed punctuation at the end of a line. For exam-
ple, the cataloger is not told how to deal with the situation where a
period-space-dash-space s€quence concludes a line of text in the biblio-
graphic description; may the prescribed puncruation be divided or must
it be moved en bloc to the next line? In addition, there appears to be
some uncertainty about whether marks other than colons, equal signs,
and slashes appearing within statements to be transcribed may be re-
taihed in the description.

Remarks concerning rule 133 (Relationship of title page to the de-
scription of a work) reveal some difficulty in the interpretation of this
provision. One comment indicated confusion about the meaning of the
phrase "normally on the title page" in rule 133A1, as follows:

Very often a translator's or editor's name is given on the verso of the title page,
with, perhaps, copyright information that does nor repear the title-page. In this
case is the translator's name to be used without brackets? It would help to have
an example or two of "successive pages or leaves" that are considered continua-
tions of the title page.

ft was also suggested that l33A should provide for insertion of a uni-
form title before the transcription of the title proper, as was done in
the 1967 edition of the British texr of AACR; however, this proposal
fails to recognize the use of uniform titles as an element of headings,
not of bibliographic descriptions.

Rule 134, which covers the title-and-statement-of-authorship area,
proves to be one provision of revised chapter 6 which, according to re-
spondents, requires a substantial increase of examples. In addition, the
nature of the problems which they cited with regard to 134 leads to the
conclusion that the rule does not ofier sufficient guidance to enable clear
difierentiation between title proper and "other title information" and
to establish the point where the title elements end in all situations. For
example,

It is not clear what belongs in the title and what in the author statement. LC
interprets "of" to indicate an integral part of the title while "by" indicates an
author statement. This seems arbitrary, and strangely has nothing to do with
whether the following organization is used as an entry. For conference proceed-
ings the slash usually precedes the editor (if any) but nor the conference head-
ing which is the m[ain] e[ntry]. There is also the quesrion o{ the prepositional
phrase "for . . , (utr organization) ." This rule seemJ ro be an exercise in making
difficult distinctions which are useless for all practical purposes. The title page
frequendy does not provide grammatical linkage between l'conference proieed-
ings" (or equivalent term) and what follows. Do we insert [of the] . . . separat-
ed by a space colon space, e.g. "Proceedings : Conference on . ." or put the
conference title in the author statement . . . ?

Beyond these considerations, respondents objected to four practices re-
sulting {rom application of l34D: (l) the rranscription of the full
hierarchy of corporate body names in starements of authorship; (2) the
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use of the phrase "et al." rather than its equivalents to indicate omis-
sions from author statements which appear in publications written in
nonroman alphabets; (3) the failure to require grammatical connection
of titles and author statements when linking terms such as "by" are not
present in the source of the description; and (4) the use of "i. e." added
in brackets after a personal name in an author statement to relate that
name to a main entry heading when it is not apparent that the two
names refer to the same individual.

Includ.ed among the remarks about rule 135 (Edition area) was the
comment that it'"would be better if the code settled for one place for
authorship relating to illustration," since "not many libraries have the
resources to determine if the illustration relates to one or all of the edi-
tions of a given work."

One national library has decided to disregard rule 136D, which stipu-
Iates that publication data for the reprint or facsimile in the case of
photographically reproduced reprint or facsimile editions containing
only the original title page should be revealed in imprint position with
the publication data for the original displayed in a note. Instead, its aat-
alogers are instructed to record the place of publication, publisher, and
date of the original work in the bibliographic area immediately preced-
ing the imprint area.

Respondents pointed out two shortcomings with regard to rule 137
(Place of publication) : first, it was noted that the revised rule makes no
provision for the inclusion of a question mark with the place when the
data element is a matter of cataloger's conjecture. Second, the rule does
not allow for the situation where several items, such as those in a collec-
tion of pamphlets with difierent publication locales are treated by a sin-
gle description. One comment also suggested that the instruction to re-
cord the country, state, or similar designation with the place of publica-
tion when necessary to identify or distinguish it would require less
judgment on the part of the cataloger if revised chapter 6 had included
a list of place-names which did not require such additions.

Rule 138, which deals with the recording of publisher information,
seems to have presented few difficulties to the cataloging stafis of par-
ticipating libraries. One respondent, however, identified a problem con-
cerning subrule l38D (Publisher as author), which states that "When
the publisher . . . is the author of the work, and the name appears in the
title and statement of authorship area. . . the name may be given in ab-
breviated form in the imprint." The provision is illustrated by the ex-
ample: "Shadow dance / by Henry Clive Mackeson. - London : Macke-
son, 1971." Yet, application of l38A (General rule) would suggest an
imprint here which reads "London : FI. C. Mackeson,l97l.," since it di-
rects that "names known to be forenames are represented by initials."
(Presumably, that part of l38A which allows as an exception the omis.

sion of forename initials "in the case of well-known publishers" would
not often pertain to personal authors who undertake to publish their
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own works.) Interestingly, in ISBD(M), the imprint for the "Shadow

dance" example is recorded as "London : H. Mackeson, 1971." Also rele-

vanr to application of l38D is the adoption by one nation_al library of

a rule wniin reads: "When the publisher is a corporate body and is the

author of the work, its name in the imprint is used in its full form."

With the appearanc€ of revised ahapter 6 came the redefinition of

imprint dare ai "the year of publication of the first impression of the

ediiion." The introduction of this notion seems to have disturbed some

catalogers represented by participating libraries. Resp,ondents .for 
two

institulions riport decisioni to deviate from the new rules on this point'

One prefers the use of copyright date in place oj $e- date of 
-the 

first

impression of the edition is stipulated in 1394, while the second has de'

cid,ed that "If there is a coniiderable time between printings (more

than five years), and a work is in reality a new publishing then the new

printing date is used in imprint and a nore about first printing is added."

bthers ihat adhere to this provision also experience difficulty in applying

it. For example, "It is difficult to determine date of first impression of

edition when revisions appear in neither the first impression no-r the last

printing.,' Comments again point to the need for more examples to aid

iule inierpretation: "Rule 139. .. could use fuller i l lustrative material

in connection with each example of i
Some of the provisions of rule I

to changes in the descriptive catalol
tion, especially those pertaining t
l4lB2 (Unpaged works) and l4lBj
received the greatest criticism, because they require the cataloger to suP-

ply exact or ippropriate counrs. "We don't have time (or enough desk

iaiculators) " io foito* such procedures, indicated one respondent; sev-

eral others echoed the sentiment of this protest. As a result, a number

of libraries continue to follow the more readily applied provisions of

the original chapter 6 when dealing with unpaged or irregularly paged

works. As for other comments on pagination as treated in the new

rules:

141 . . . Preliminary note, last sentence may result in more flexible interpreta-
tions than desirable for standardization.
l4lB. If part of [a] work is numbered as leaves and part as pages, how is this
to be shown?
l4lBl . . . Rare book cataloger desires provisions for unpaged preliminary and
intermediate matter, which [is felt to be] lacking in the rule.

.. . l4lBla "leaves" vs. l4lBld "leaves of plates." The definit ion for leaves with
text leads one to assume that leaves of plaies should be printed on only one side.
It would be preferable to specify leaves of plates (counted as pages) and leaves
of plates (counted as leaves).
l4lBld. Seems little value to indicate I leaf of plates, such as a frontispiece;
could not frontispiece be used in collation more efiectively?

. . . l4lBld: would help if definition of plates were spelled out in the rule
rather than only in the gl-ossary since it is different from the common definition.
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. . . l4lB3a: Last sentence is not clear whether you should add the total number
of. sections or the total number of. pages in the sections for all sections after the
main ones.

Covering illustrative matter, size, and accompanying materials, the
remaining aspects of rule l4I elicited little reaction from respondents.
Two of them supported modification of l4lD to provide a statement
that "plates are to be included in the illustrative part of the collation,
even though they have been accounted for in the pagination," because,
"although the cited examples make this principle reasonably clear, an
explicit statement to this efiect can eliminate any ambiguity." Five li-
braries report that cataloging produced by their staffs does not display
information about size; therefore, in adopting revised chapter 6, they
disregard rule l4lE. Finally, with regard to the technique that is given
in rule l4lF for representing accompanying materials as an element of
the collation data for works to which they relate, one library states:
"[We have] recently computerized [our] circulation system and fhave]
not yet programmed for accommodating this rule."

Rule 142 which concerns transcription of series statements is com-
plex, because it seeks to cover the variety of manifestations which such
data may assume. It is therefore not surprising that respondents have en-
countered difficulties in applying this provision. Some complained about
"wordiness [that] leads to confusion upon first reading"; however, many
more recommended expansion of the passage to include additional ex-
amples, particularly a few "showing distinction between subtitles and
subseries." Most questions raised involved subrule l42E (Author in se-
ries statement) . For example,

How is the author of a multi-volume monograph recorded in the series state-
ment when this author is not the same as the author of the individual part being
cataloged and the series author is not integrated with the series title? This situa-
tion arises with analyzed sets; the series title may or may not be generic.

In addition, subrule l42B was objected to as imposing an unnecessary
cost on the cataloging process: "It saves work when dealing with incom-
plete sets to list series numbers in the tracing only, using 'etc.' in the se-
ties note." Finally, two libraries have decided to avoid 142's requirement
that the International Standard Series Number (ISSN) be given as part
of a series statement.

Rules 143 through 150 elaborate directions for the use of the notes
area. It is with reference to these provisions that respondents' appeals
for additional examples were most frequently expressed. In addition:

l. Three respondents registered strong disapproval of the policy, set
forth in the final paragraph of rule 143C, that "When, in notes
composed by the cataloger or in notes recording bibliographical
relationship . . . , it is necessary to mention an author's name or a
title which is in a language not written in the Roman alphabet,
the name or title is given in romanized form only." One of them
argued: "This cannot be done in Chinese because one cannot
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figure out the exact words of the author's name or a title, from
the romanized form alone." The second agreed, and the third,
considering practical implications, suggested that all notes be given
in the vernacular, since "by using the same language, a cataloger
or typist can write . . . straight through without wasting time figur-
ing out space allowances adequate for the words or characters."

2. One national library holds that "the statement that a work is pri
vately printed will appear in the publisher statement even if a
publisher is not named in the imprint" in contravention of rule
l43D3e, which implies that this information should aPpear as a
note.

3. The same national library has rejected provisions of rule 146
(Thesis note) which omits the nature of the academic degree if
that of doctor and the date of the degree when it varies from the
imprint date.

4. A respondent felt that rule 147 ("Habilitationsschriften," "Rek-
toratsreden," "Programmschriften," etc.) should have been elab-
orated to include "an explanation of the various types of academ-
ic treatises, addresses and essays with ample illustrations and dis-
tinguishing characteristics" and that the glossary should have pro-
vided entries for each of these types.

5. One respondent objected to that aspect of rule t48A (Informal
contents notes) which stipulates use of the convention "Includes
indexfes]" if appropriate, because it "adds another line to the
catalog card and isn't worth the space it takes." Also related to ap-
plication of l48A are the decisions of two libraries to disregard
the requirement that inclusive pagination of bibliogtaphies, dis'
cographies, and filmographies be indicated when such items are
noted to reveal their presence in works cataloged.

6. Four libraries report decisions not to apply rule 149, which adds
to the bibliographic description the International Standard Book
Number (ISBN) "recorded as found in the publication." In ad-
dition, three respondents criticized subrule 1498, pertaining to the
case of works issued in several volumes. One felt that "listing in-
dividual ISBN's for each volume in a set can become unwieldy."
The second scored the provision for its lack of examples to cover
complicated volume numbering. And, the third also held it to be
inadequate, asking "where is the ISBN for the complete set [to be]
recorded?"

One or more libraries have rejected the first four of the six "Special

Rules" which conclude revised chapter 6. Two of the participants do not
follow rule 152 (Issues and photoreproductions treated as such), and
two disregard part or all of rules 153 (Off-prints) and 154 (Detached
copies of parts of works). Two libraries avoid the so-called "dash-on"
technique presented in rule 155 "for the description of continuations,
supplements, and indexes which, under the provisions of l9A fRelated
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works with dependent titles], are to be made part of the cataloging of
the works to which they are related." Presumably, other libraries sur-
veyed that are engaged in or contemplate computer-assisted processing
of bibliographic data will follow suit, since the U.S. MARC format
does not accommodate the practice detailed in this rule.

Rule 156 (Photoreproductions to be described as such) is the last of
the provisions of revised chapter 6 to have elicited substantial comment
from respondents for participating libraries. Several complained that
the preliminary note to the rule does not clearly establish its scope and
indicated that its directive to catalog reprint and facsimile editions "un-
der the general rules for monographs, serials, music, etc." causes confu-
sion. "My catalogers would like [the] rules applying to facsimiles, re-,
prints, and photoreproductions clarified." "Amplified guidance on re-
prints" is needed. "Reprints have never been adequately treated as a dis-
tinct categoryJ' "I still have trouble knowing what to trear as a photo-
reproduction." In addition, many respondents stressed the desirability of
more examples to illustrate the various provisions of this rule-with
specific requests for one to demonstrate the treatment of publications
issued by the National Technical Information Service (NTIS) and one
to "show the case of pagination for the original being one thing and
the reproduction, often on double leaves, another thing." It remains to
note the decision of one library to disregard subrule 15683 to the extenr
that it permits omission from the physical description for microrepro-
ductions of size whenever size conforms to established standards such as
microfilm, which is thirty-five millimeters in width.
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AACR 6 and the Corporafe Mysfique
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The problem ol entry for serial publications is reexamined in aieu of
recent developments and, proposals. A possible solution to the problem
is suggested,, which takes into consideration the compatibility between
AACR and international standards for serials as well as the integrity of
the catalog.

R ECENT DEVELOPMENTS in serials record control on the interna-
r\ tional level have necessitated a reexamination of the rules for entry
of serial publications in the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (AACR|.
The Gui,delines for ISDS (International Serials Data System) , which
has become an essential tool in bibliographic control of serials on rhe in-
ternational level, is in direct conflict with AACR with regard to the
choice of entry for serial publications.t The Guideli.nes for ISDS re-
quires the listing of serial publications under the key title, while AACR
requires entry under corporate authors for certain serial publications.
This fundamental difierence has recently become a major topic of dis-
cussion in library literature. A resolution is urgent in view of the de-
velopment of the CONSER project and the revision of. AACR.

The discussion formally began with articles by Howard and Spalding
which express opposite views concerning the choice of entry for serial
publications. Howard points out a major problem: "The difierence in
entry between AACR and the Guidelines for ISDS is a major problem
when it becomes involved with changes in serials because ISSN's are as-
signed on the basis of title (rather than bibliographic entry) and a new
ISSN is assigned only to a new title, not to a new entry which, under
AACR, may be made for either change in issuing body and/or title."2
The incompatibility cannot be resolved short of a drastic revision in one
or the other document. Howard has illustrated the difficulties and incon-
sistencies in the application of AACR rule 6. It is therefore considered
more appropriate to revise AACR 6 rather than to attempt to instigate
changes in the Gui,delines for ISDS. Howard proposes two alternarives

Manuscrlpt received February 1975; accepred for publication December lg?5.
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for the revision of. AACR 6: to enter all serial publications under their
titles, or to enter all serials under title with certain excePtions for entry
under issuing bodies. The first alternative will solve the problems point-
ed out by Howard; the second, obviously a compromise, reduces the num-
ber of serials entered under corporate bodies, buc some of the problems
remain unsolved.

Spalding, on the other hand, points out that arbitrary entry of all se-
rials under title "introduces an element of irrationality into cataloging
with the proposition that if a product of corporate activity is issued in
monographic form, the body is to be considered responsible but if it is is-
sued in serial form, it is, in eftect, anonlmou5."3 Furthermore, the pro-
posal has the "efiect of completely undermining the theory of corporate
iesponsibility as justification for main entry-not just for serials but
for monographs as well." Spalding opposes the proposal for cataloging
rule change wtrictr is necessitated simply by the problem in handling se'
rials caused by the use of key title as instructed in the Guid'elines for
ISDS. He indicates that if "those who process incoming serial issues and
those who store them can do their work better by using the title as the
means of organizing the records and the stock of serial issues, they
should do so." Flowever, this would create a great discrepancy and incon'
sistency between serials records and cataloging entries for serials in a li
brary, a situation which would no doubt cause other new problems.

In the wake of rapid developments in the CONSER project and the

progress toward the second edition o ACCR, the discussion begun by
Howard and Spalding concerning the rules for entry of serials has been
intensified in recent months. The fall 1975 issue of Library Resources
dr Technical Seraices contains seven papers on the subject of serial con-
trol, and Drexel Library Quarterly devoted one issue to the topic of seri-
als librarianship, including discussions on serials cataloging.

In these discussions, various proposals have been put forth and two
basically difierent positions have emerged: retaining the concept of au'
thorship for serials or adopting title main entry for all serials. Simonton
has summarized the theoreiical arguments for these two positions.a

Among those advocating title main entry for all serials, Cannan
points out the inevitability of the revision of rule 6 to require entry for
all serials under title in order to conform to the newly established inter-
national standards-Guidelines for ISDS and ISBD(S): International
Stand,ard Bibli.ographic Description for Serials-and Price discusses the
international implications of the choice of entry for serials based on the

concept o[ the rCsponsibility of authorship as manifested in AACR, and
the reasons for promoting the use of a consistently applied rule of al'

ways entering a serial under its title as advocated by the Guid'elines for
ISDS.6

Cole reviews the present rule 6 in AACR, North American Text,
pointing out its ambiguity and the resulting problems in interpreta'
tions.6 ffe advocates the deletion of 6C and the adoption of 68 of the
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British Text, which would result in greater consistency and fewer serials
entered under corporate autfiorsfuip. This position is similar to Howard's
secbnd proposal.

While not all the authors endorse title main entry for all serial pub-
lications, there is a general agreement that AACR rule 6 in its present
form leaves a great deal to be desired. All of the proposed revisioru re-
sult in reducing the numbers of serial titles entered under corporate au-
thorship.

' 
Although the Guid,elines for ISDS is not concerned with the choice

o[ entry, the fact remains that, being a set of rules which prescribe how
serial publications are to be listed in an international registry of serials,
it serves essentially the same function as a set of rules prescribing the
choice of entry. The key title concept in the Guidelines lor ^ISDS has
provided an impetus and a strong argument for title main entry for all
serials.

At the 1975 ALA Annual Conference, the Catalog Code Revision
Committee voted to propose to the Joint Steering Committee that title
main entry be uniformly required for all serial publications. Ilowever,
the committee's position has wavered since then. A decision was made by
the committee at the ALA Midwinter Meeting of 1976 to withdraw its
request for arbitrary entry of serials under title, providing the use of
corporate authorship is restricted.z

Title main entry for all serial publications, in addition to its contri-
bution toward conformity with international standards, would also re-
sult in greater agreement and compatibility between catalogs and ab-
stracts and indexes, which generally list and cite journals by titles.

On the other hand, in considering tirle main entry for all serials, rhe
problem of maintaining the integrity of the catalog becomes a major is-
sue. In striving to achieve compatibility with international standards for
serials, we incur the danger of creating incompatibility in the treatment
of serial and monographic publications within the same catalog. Fasana
views the recommendation to replace AACR 6 by the conventions for de-
scription of serials outlined in ISBD(S) as "irresponsible and indefensi-
ble on both a theoretical and practical level" and, arguing against "ar-
bitrary title entry," states that the "recommendation to abandon AACR
6 should be rejected because of the adverse impact it will have on the
quality, integrity, and continuity of existing library catalogs and library
collections."s Carpenter also asserts that special rules for entry of serials
should be abolished, and that a serial should be treated like any other
work with regard to authorship.e

Gorman proposes, as a solution to the problem of the integrity of
the catalog, the creation of separare files-a general bibliographic cata-
log and a serials list-based on different cataloging rules for ihe treat-
ment of complete and not-complete publications (including serials).r0
Vassallo echoes the suggestion, asserting that "in most situations where
serials are concerned, the integrity of the card catalog is fictitious be-
cause of local conditions."ll
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A divided catalog (separating serials from non-serials or mono-
graphs) has its advantages. However, the major difficulty lies in the fact
that the distinction between a serial and a non-serial is not self-evident,
to say the least. Gorman's proposal to treat quasi-monographic items and
part works issued in a large number of regular issues but with a definite
concluding date in the same way as serials would result in cataloging a
multivolume encyclopedia (e.g., Encycloped,ia of Library and Informa-
tion Science) as a complete or a not-complete work depending on wheth-
er all the volumes have been published at the time of cataloging, a cri-
terion which will not ensure any consistency at all. Furthermore, since
the distinction between a serial and a non-serial is not clear, even with
separate files, linkages between the files will be required. References will
be necessary in the general catalog to guide the users to the serials list,
particularly in the case of quasi-serials. Therefore, compatibility be-
tween entries for monographs and those for serials is still mandatory. If
title main entry were applied to all serials without corresponding
changes in the rules for monographs, the discrepancy, or what Spalding
calls the "element of irrationality," between the rules for serials and
those for monographs would be even greater than now.

The issue of title main entry has not been limited to serial publica-
tions. Recently there have been discussions favoring title main entry for
all publications, including both serials and monographs. Hamdy has pre-
sented a thorough treatment of the problem, weakened only by his at-
tack on the necessity of main entry itself, because the "title unit entry"
which he proposes is in essence main entry under title.rz In a multiple-
entry listing, the distinction between the main entry and other entries
may not be obvious. However, in single-entry listings, of which there are
still many, the requirement ro select a single entry is inevitable. Hamdy's
advocation of title main entry is theoretically convincing, but it ignores
a major aspect of the problem, i.e., the tradition of scholarly practice
from which the concept of authorship in main entry is derived. In addi-
tion to the theoretical and practical problems which have been pointed
out by Spalding, title main entry for all publications will undermine
this tradition and conflict with the cunent practice of scholarship in the
Western world. Although the title has been traditionally the main ele-
ment of bibliographic identification in the Orient, particularly in an-
cient times, the Western tradition, probably derived from the classical
Greco-Roman tradition, has emphasized the aurhor as the chief element
of identification of works.la Classical works have always been identified
by their authors-Homer, Plato, Herodotus, etc.

On the other hand, the concept of authorship was not stressed in the
Germanic tradition. Many of the Germanic sagas, Anglo-Saxon poems,
and early epics and tales, for example, are anonymous, constituting the
bulk of what is known as "anonymous classics." The concept of author-
ship continued to be vague and diffusive in the Middle Ages.lr Flowever,
since the Renaissance, the practice of identifying works by their au-
thors, representing perhaps a revival of the Greco-Roman ffadition, has
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prevailed in Western scholarship. This concept of authorship was no
doubt strengthened by the invention of printing, which affirmed the au-
thors'rights in literary property. Even in the Orient, modern works are
now mostly identified by their authors, perhaps as a result of the influ-
ence of Western practice.

The practice of assigning main entry under the author in library cat-
alogp can be considered a conformity to the scholarly tradition. The cita-
tion pattern in scholarly works of almost all disciplines is by authors'
names for works of known authorship. In the text, references to cita-
tions are usually made through authors' last names, with the full biblio-
graphic information being provided in the footnotes. Footnotes and
bibliographic references are generally listed by authors to correspond to
the citations in the text. This practice is demonsrated in scholarly books
and journals in almost all fields, and is so widely accepted that a few ex-
amples will suffice as illustrations. The following style is specified and
illustrated in Handbooh for Authors of Papers in the lournals of the
A meri can C h emical Socie Ly :

A.B. Smith, t. Amer. Chem. 9oc.,85, 1234 (1963) .
A.B. Doe, "Vacuum Techniques," Advances in Chemistry Series, No. 618,

American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., 1965, pp. 110-t 15.16

The University of Chicago Press style manual also recommends entry
under authors for works of known authorship in bibliographies and
footnotes. Entry under title is used only when there are no ascertainable
authors.lo

It is apparent that the author principle is too deeply imbedded in the
Western scholarly tradition to be discarded overnight. Since scholars are
accustomed to identifying works by authors' names, this practice is not
likely to be changed readily simply because the cataloging rules are
changed. A case in point is Hamdy's book itself, which,proposes "title
unit entry." The bibliography at the end of the book lists works by ti-
tles, true to the principle proposed by Hamdy. However, in the text,
works are cited by authors' names, and the footnotes for works of
known authorship begin with the author's name also. As a result, the
bibliogaphy ofiers practically no help in readily identifying a citation
such as "Pettee opposed Hanson in 1936," with the footnote "88 Pettee,
op.  c i t ; '

Thus, we are facing a dilemma. If we abolish the concept of author-
ship in main entry, we shall abandon a deep-rooted practice in the West-
ern tradition of scholarship. On the other hand, if we retain the author
principle in main entry, the problem of entry for serials remains un-
solved. A satisfactory solution to the problem should be one that can re-
solve the difierences between the Guidelines for /SDS and AACR and
yet does not create incompatibility between the rules for entry of serials
and those for monographs wirhin the same code. Compatibility is neces-
sary here if the integrity of the catalog is to be preserved. Ifence, the
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proposal for title main entry, either for all publications or for serials
only, leaves much to be desired.

If one examines the issues closely, one notices that the crux of the
problem relates to corporate authorship. It is the rule for entry of cer-
tain serial publications under corporate bodies that is causing the dis-
crepancy in their treatment between AACR and the Guidelines for
ISDS.i It is here proposed that the problem may be solved by eliminat-
ing the provision for main entry under corporate authors while retaining
main entry under personal authors.

Corporate authorship, unlike personal authorship, is a latecomer as
an element of bibliographic identification. As Koel has pointed out, "the
concept of corporate authorship is a relatively recent phenomenon in
the history of cataloging. The first major code to prescribe corporate au-
thor entries was published in 1841, as a part of the Catalogue of Printed
Boohs in the British Museum."LT Early bibliographies and catalogs did
not provide for entries under corporate bodies, nor did Germanic cata-
loging practice prior to the Paris Principles. As a result of the influence
of library cataloging practice, corporate authorship has gained a certain
degree of acceptance in scholarly citations. Writers' manuals are too nu-
merous to be discussed individually here. A comparison reveals that
while citation by personal authors is a universal practice, ways and
forms for citing works by corporate authors vary greatly. A few exam-
ples are presented below. The University of Chicago Press style manual
recommends entry under corporate authors for the reason that "a refer-
ence to a book should begin with the element under which the reader
may expect to find it in a library catalog, usually the name of the author
or of a government agency or corporate body standing in place of an au-
thor"18:

Association as " authot''
International Statistics Institute. Proceedings of the 34th Session, Internation-

al Statistics Institute, Ottawa, 1961 .2 vols. Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1964.

Modern Language Association. International Bibliography, 196J. New York:
New York University Press, l964.re

As a result of its recognition in the University of Chicago Press style
manual, corporate authorship has gained acceptance in certain disci-
plines, particularly in the fields of the humanities which follow the

* The number of serials entered under personal authorship is extremely small, In
this regard, it should be noted that the concept of "serials by a personal author"
(AACR 6C) represents a contradiction in terms. AACR defines a serial as a "publica-

tion issued in successive parts bearing numerical or chronological designations and
intended to be continued indefinitely." No personal author can possibly be associated
with a serial indefinitely, intentionally or unintentionally. Serial-like publications by
personal authors can better be considered as sets rather than as serials. In their dis-
cussions cited above, both Simonton and Cole favor the elimination of entering serials
under personal authorship.
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manual. Nonetheless, the acceptance of corporate authors as the chief
element of bibliographic identification is far from being universal. The
American Chemical Society handbook, for instance, provides the follow-
ing form for a work of corporate authorship:

Government Bulletins -
(14) "Selected Values of Chemical Thermodynamic Properties," National

Bureau of Standards Circular 500, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washing-
ton, D.C., 1950.20

The American National Standard for the Preparation of Scienti,fic Pa-
pers for Written or Oral Presentation, although containing no rules pre-
scribing the forms of citations, lists bibliographic references in the fol-
lowing forms:

[5] King, L. S., and Roland, C. G. Scientific Writing. Chicago: American Med-
ical Association, 1968.

[9] Style Manual for Guidance in the Preparation of Papers Published by the
American Institute of Physics. New York: American Institute of Physics, Publi
cation Board, 1969,2nd ed, revised.

[ll] Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association. Washing-
ton, D.C.: American Psychological Association, 1967.2r

The American Institute of Physics style manual provides several exam-
ples of footnotes entered under personal authors, tut makes no mention
of any corporate authors.2z Tate, in a study of main entries and cita-
tions, concludes that "the corporate author baffies those who prepare ci-
tations, and with reason. Most writers seemingly prefer a personal au-
thor or a title to a corporate author."23

From the point of view of cataloging, as an entry element, corporate
authors have always presented problems. Lubetzky's attack on the cor-
porate complex resulted in a thorough examination of the problem
prior to the Paris Conference. Although the Paris Principles include spe-
cific guidelines relating to corporate authorship and corporate main en-
try, criticisms and discussions following the publication of the AACR
and other cataloging codes based on the Paris Principles have demon-
strated that the rules for works of corporate authorship are open to di-
verse interpretations and are therefore unsatisfactory. Verona's recent
study on corporate headings in catalogs, national bibliographies, and cat-
aloging codes of many counrries reveals the chaotic state of corporate
authorship:

lAmong the great number of cataloguing codes recognizing corporate authorship,
it is scarcely possible to find even two which interprer the concept in the same
way.

One major problem is the lack of even a general agreement among dif-
ferent codes as to the definition of corporate authorship. Koel has point-
ed out the difficulties in applying the concept of corporate authorship
in cataloging which derive from the lack of a generally agreed upon
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theoretical basis.26 Variation occurs even among different codes used in
the same country. For example, the U.S. Federal Council for Science and
Technology Committee on Scientific and Technical Information
(COSATI) standard goes one step further than AACR in recognizing
corporate authorship by requiring the entry of technical rePorts under
the names of the authors' employing institutions.26 As Truelson has
pointed out, the result is that a given work will appear under the per-
sonal author's name when published as an article in a journal or as a
monograph, and under the corporate name when the COSATI rules are
applied.2T

There are many problems involved in interpreting and applying
AACR. rule 17 concerning works of corporate authorship for mono-
graphs. For one thing, the determination of entry is based on the con-
tent of the publication rather than on bibliographic elements such as
the statement of authorship, presentation on the title-page, etc., which
are the bases of the other rules for entry. The criterion used in rule 17
is the degree to which the work expresses the corporate thought or activ-
ity of the body. In practice, this criterion is open to difierent interpreta-
tions. If the rule presents problems to catalogers, it is unrealistic to ex-

Pect the user to be able to fathom the mystery. Since corPorate author-
ship presents both theoretical and practical problems, a reconsideration
of the rules relating to entry under corporate authors seems to be in or'
der.

One of the results of abandoning main entry under corPorate au-
thors would be large numbers of main entries under generic titles. This
issue has been dealt with in the discussions cited above concerning title
main entry for all serial publications. The procedures suggested there
may be adopted for monographs with generic titles.

The present proposal-that corporate bodies shall not be considered
as possible main entries-is based on a redefinition or reinterpretation
of the term "corporate author" as representing multiple rather than sin-
gle authorship. Since according to the present rules works entered under
corporate authors are those expressing corporate thought or activity, they
should more appropriately be considered works of multiple authorship,
in the sense that a corporate body always consists of a group of individ-
ual persons. In fact, AACR's definition of corporate body includes the
phrase "a group of persons." In general, the Paris Principles favor title
main entry for works of multiple authorship. The recent revision of
AACR 4-5, resulting in title main entry for works produced under edi-
torial direction and for collections, further affirms this principle.zs In
fact, main entry under title for serials not of corporate or personal au-
thorship in the present code is based not so much on the anonymity of
their authors as on the fact that authorship is divided among multiple
authors. By assigning corporate authorship to the category of multiple
authorship, works presently entered under corporate authors will be as-
signed title main entry. This realignment will bring greater consistency
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as well as simplify and reduce drastically the number of rules for entry
in AACR.

This proposal represents not so much a denial or abandonment of
corporate authorship as a shift of emphasis from corporate authorshiP
to title as the main element for identification, i.e., the main entry. In
multiple-entry catalogs, corporate authors should continue to be repre'
sented by added entries as in the case of personal authors not used as the
main entry. In this sense, the users of library catalogs will not be afiected
by the revision. On the other hand, this proposal will solve the problem
of serials control by bringing about a compatibility between the catalog-
ing rules and the Guid,elines for ISDS, while ensuring the integrity of
the catalog and keeping intact the concept of personal authorship which
is the essence of the Paris Principles and is deeply rooted in the scholar-
ly tradition.
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Education for Technical Servicest
One School's Response

CoNsrercr Rrxnnenr
Associate Professor

School of Library Science
U niaersity of M ichi.gan

Technical sertices librarians, as well as educators, haae an interest in
the background giuen those who enter the profession at the begi,nning
leuel. An electiae course aaailable to students at the Uniuersity of
Michigan is described.

TN 1972173. SHARING A CONCERN about the academic preparation
r of professional library personnel, the Resources and Technical Ser-
vices Division joined with the Library Education Division in establish-
ing a Committee on Education for Resources and Technical Services.
The charge given to the committee was "to investigate the coverage of
resources and technical services in library schools; to develop a statement
of the kind of education in these fields which is considered essential;
and to seek all appropriate means for furthering such a program."l

A device which immediately suggests itself is a tallying of the tech-
nical services courses listed in library school catalogs. Flowever, the mere
listing of a course does not mean that it is given on a regular basis; and,
in general, little can be deduced about the content of a course from the
necessarily brief description given in the catalog of the school. A casual
reading of such catalogs indicates that a variety of subject matters and
approaches may appear under the title "Technical Services." Some
schools seem to offer a course designed to prepare practitioners: "Instruc-
tion in basic procedures for technical services" (Drexel); "Techniques
and routines in the acquisition, preparation, reproduction and circula-
tion of library materials" (Catholic University); "Operations involved
in acquisition, cataloging, preparation, circulation and conservation of
library materials" (North Texas). In others, the emphasis appears to be
on the administrative side: "Theory and practice in the management of
technical service operations" (Pittsburgh); "Administrative principles,
techniques, and problems" (Kansas State) . In some cases, the term
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"technical services" seems to be used for a course in cataloging: "Theory
and methods of organizing book and non-book materials; a study of
classification, cataloging and choice of subject headings" (San Jose);
"Includes the application and adaptation of basic cataloging and classi-
fication to specialized collections" (Western Michigan); "Including a
study of . . . descriptive and subject cataloging" (North Carolina) .

Where a school does attempt to give a course of study in technical
services, some boundaries are already determined. The statement adopt-
ed by the ALA Council on "Library Education and Manpower" observes
that "professional tasks are those which require a special background
and education on the basis of which library needs are identified, prob-
lems are analyzed, goals are set, and original and creative solutions are
formulated for them, integrating theory into practice and planning,
organizing, communicating, and administering successful programs of
service to users of the library's materials and services."z The manpower
statement later speaks particularly of education at the beginning profes-
sional level: "The objective of the master's programs in librarianship
should be to prepare librarians capable of antlcipating and engineering
the change and improvement required to move the profession constantly
forward. The curriculum and teaching methods should be designed to
serve this kind of education for the future rather than to train for the
practice of the present."s If the school hopes to have its program ac-
credited by ALA, it must m€er the Standards for Accreditation, 1972,
which assert that "the programs of the school should provide for the
study of principles and procedures common to all types of libraries and
Iibrary services."4

No class had been offered by the School of Library Science of the
University of Michigan under the name Technical Services until 1974,
when a course was designed for team teaching by two members of the
faculty, one with experience in acquisitions work and the other with ex-
perience in cataloging. Since the course has now been given through two
academic years for a total of four presentations, it seems fair to ofier
a report on our rationale, the content of the course, and student
reaction.

While most graduates of library schools go out to their first jobs to
work under the supervision of someone else, or at least on a stafi *here
other professionals are employed, this is not always the case. Some new
graduates go to small public libraries where they are the only profes-
sional; some go to special libraries; some are employed in school libraries
which are not part of a centralized system. These alumni sometimes
wrote back to us to say that they felt at a loss in their first positions in
dealing with problems of ordering, recording, processing, buying equip.
ment, designing circulation procedures, and so on.

Another group which felt the lack of sufficient preparation in some
of these areas was made up of students who went to work in the acquisi-
tions departments of large university libraries; they would have liked to
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know more about publishers, jobbers, booksellers, supply arangements,

and the problems of special types of Iibrary materials. one such gToup

of alumni submitted tb the scliool's Curriculum Committee a proposed

course in acquisitions, and many of their suggestions have been incor-

porated into the present offering.
The course in technical seivices attempts to take account of these

various criticisms and suggestions, and also to fill in some gaps in our

curriculum. Accepting tfii dennition of technical services as (in the

words of one curretrt itudenQ "everything that happens before the ma-

terial circulates," we found a number of areas which needed att€ntion

in the new course. Cataloging, we felt, was and should be covered in

courses devoted to rhat s"-lieit. Selection of materials, both print and
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organization as well as for the elaborate automated system.
The format of the course is varied. Some topics can be handled by

a combination of lecture-seminar, some by reading and discussion, A
number of tours or field trips are part of the course, and we are fortu-
nate to have at hand a public library and a school district processing
center as well as rhe automated sysrems of the University Library. Some
topics can be discussed most capably by outside experts: the University
Library's associate director for technical services speaks with feeling on
the problems of cost and budgeting for technical services, and jobbers'
representatives have given detailed, unbiased discussions of their work
and what they ofier. Some things need to be seen to be understood; one
of our most popular presentations is that given by the university's bind-
ing consultant, who displays materials, examples, the processes of hand
and machine binding, simple mending, and document restoration.

Student evaluations of all courses in the school are carried out regu-
larly toward the end of each term. As the course in technical services
was a new offering, we were particularly interested in how it was re-
ceived by the students. In general, the comments have been encouragtng,
and some of the criticisms could have been predicted; that is, some stu-
dents would have liked very specific directions on how to order every
item in every difierent type of library rather than general discussion on
the information which must be given to the dealer, records which must
be retained by the library, and other matters which are the concern of
all libraries regardless of size or orientation. Some of the students who
did not have technical services experience would have liked the course
increased to double the number of credit hours, with field experience
scheduled as half of the requirement. Some students simply do not seem
to be ready for the seminar-type classroom experience and would have
preferred a structured class period of the more familiar lecture-recita-
tion form.

Most of the reaction to the course has been favorable. Students have
enjoyed the varied format of field trips, discussion, case studies, visiting
speakers, etc. They have gained from the wide range of readings avail-
able, although they requested some guidance in choosing from this ma-
terial; in response, reading lists have been prepared for a number of
topics, and an annotated bibliography of the general subject is now in
preparation. The seminar form, in which anyone is free to contribute,
has proved valuable for both students and instructor.

r. ALA Handbook ol organizatio" ;il;icago: American Library Assn., l9Z4),
p.4r.

2. "Library Education and Manpower," Ameriean Libraries l:3,t4 (April 1970) .
3. Ibid., p.341.
4. Standards for Arcred,itation, 1972 (Chicago: American Library Assn., 1972) , p.5.
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lnvenfory of Monographs in a

Universify Library

Vrne CuNr-rrnn
Senior C atalogue Librarian

Processi,ng Diuision
Uniuersity of Guelph LibrarY

Ontario, Canada

stallation of a book detection system had reduced losses to .5 percent

for the year.

Mclaughlin Library in the fall of 1972. It was therefore necessary to

take tw:o inventories, one during the summer before the installation of

the system, and one a Year later.
A review of the not-extensive literature on the subject revealed that

the conclusions reached in a 1958 survey of inventory practices still ap'

"imposition on users" and "staff fatigue."l
Since 1966 the University of Guelph Library has been creating a ma-

chine-readable catalogue of its monograph holdings (including nonprint

media). In 1967 the Guelph document system was developed and in
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1968 a serial union list was begun. This meant rhar records of all the Ii-
brary collections were in machine-readable form. The circulation and
acquisition sy$tems were also automated. The extent of rhe library's au-
tomation made it possible to consider other than the standard library
methods of inventory using the shelflist.

After considerable investigation, the use of a computer-produced
optically scannable document was chosen as the basic method. The use
of this aid considerably reduced the manual efiorr, allowed the use of
less highly trained staff, and facilitated the final collection and correla-
tion of results.

The optical scanning sheets were designed to allow easy recognition
and marking (see Figure 1), by purring rhe mosr-used items at the left
of the sheet and the marking area to the right, so that the normal left-
to-right scan of the page was retained. Call numbers and titles, which
can usually be read without removing the volumes from the shelves, ap-
pear on the left, copy and volume numbers are next in order, then au-
thor, file sequence numbers, and location codes. It might be argued that
the location codes should be more prominent, but in fact they were little
used because it was possible to programme for separate sheets for inven-
tory in special locations such as the Ontario Veterinary College Branch
Library and Restricted Circulation. A mark in the first of the columns
on the right denoted "book on shelf," and one in the second "book miss-
ing." The third column was provided in case of error. A mark here
would cancel a mark in another column and the blank column would be
recorded.

Eight students were hired for the three-month period May through
July. (Guelph has a three-semester sysrem and student enrollment is nor-
mally lower during the spring semesrer, May-July. As a result, May-
July was chosen as the best time for a stock-taking operation.) One
month was allocated to monographs, and the objective was to gain ac-
curate statistics on monograph losses. Detailed holdings of serials, in-
cluding government publications, change rapidly, and since it was known
that these were incomplete at the time of inventory, statistics on losses
would be less reliable. Excluding rare books and reserve books, the rec-
ords on the monograph file represented 284,455 volumes in 1973. This re-
quired checking about 14,000 volumes a day.

We were fortunate in hiring students with some experience in library
work, including one library school student, and no more than a day's in-
struction was required. The students worked in pairs, one person reading
call numbers from the shelves and the other marking optical scanning
sheets piled on a book truck which could be moved along to keep pace
with the shelf reader.

, Once the marking had been done it was unnecessary to keep the
sheets in order. The only books touched were a small number *hich
were not on the lists. These were sent to the Catalogue Department and
usually proved to be new books whose records had not been added to the
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uiachine-readable file by the time the sheets were printed. Any difficulties
or problems which arose were referred by the team leader to a cata'
loguer who acted as liaison officer but did not take part in the actual
shelf reading. The operation was completed within the allotted time.

When the optical scanning sheets were processed, the resulting ma-
chine-readable file was run against circulation files and matching records
were eliminated. Print-outs of missing books were then produced. Since
some volumes were in use within the library at the time of the first shelf
reading, these print-outs were checked twice against the shelves by library
personnel, and records for volumes then on the shelves were so marked.
By using the sequence numbers in the column on the right, these marked
records could be eliminated from the machine-readable file and a final
print-out produced.

The operation was a success. It was shown that losses from the
Mclaughlin Library, where the book detection system was installed, had
been reduced to only .5 percent during the year, whereas the losses from
Ontario Veterinary College Branch Library, where there was no detec'
tion system, were 2.7 percent for the same period. These figures were
felt to be reliable since the inventory was thorough, with several follow-
up checkings, and the average weekly circulation rate of 10,000 volumes
during semesters showed hearry use of the library. In addition the li'
brary obtained further benefits. Errors in records in the machine-read-
able file and in the shelflist were corrected, and reference and acquisi'
tions librarians were alerted both to individual losses which may have
been unnoticed and to areas where losses were greatest.

During the inventory there was no interruption of library setvices
and no change in routine. The cost of hiring students for one month
was $1,826, and the cost of computer time, paper, scanning, ribbons, and
print train for the monograph project was $4,488. The cost per volume,
therefore, was a little over 2(. Some of the regular library staft's time
was used, but this is well compensated for by time saved in using the
more accurate files which resulted and in having a more exact knowledge
of the state of the collection.

Conclusion

If it is necessary for any reason to take a library inventory, it can be
done with a minimum of cost and disruption by using an automated sys-
tem. It is also apparent that a partial inventory of selected areas could
be accommodated using this method.

Certainly, the experience of the University of Guelph Library in
taking inventory with an automated system is most favourable.

t. Earle c. Thompson, James ,. 
""ffi::: 
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An Approach fo an Inventory of the
Collecf ions

Tnou,+s L. Wnr-cn
Associate Director of the Library

C alif ornia State Polytechnic U niaersity
Pomona, Calilornia

Inaentories of universi.ty library collections are rarely taken today. The
Calilornia State Polytechnic Uniaersity Library conducted an i,nuentory
of three of its collections containing 286,409 aolumes. The method
utilized in performing the inaentory is described and some of the bene-
fits ol the inaentory are identified. The innentory itself prod,uced tue-
ful information and statistics lor the Acquisitions, Catalog, Collection
Deaelopment Serlices, Reference and, Circulation Departments and pro-
uided considerable means f or improuing public seruices.

I^IENERALLY ACADEMIC LIBRARIES HAVE ABANDONED the
\f previously widespread practice of conducting a regular and system-
atic inventory of their collections. Heads of catalog departments have
been known to retire to avoid the myriad problems anticipated from an
inventory, and directors have sufiered cardiac arrest at the thought of
having to justify a high loss rate to a board of governors. The decision
to inventory the collections of the California State Polytechnic Univer-
sity, Pomona, Library (Cal Poly) was made after careful consideration
and analysis of possible benefits. Among the many advantages advanced
for conducting an inventory were:

L The Collection Development Services Department would have the
opportunity to weed the collections.

2. The Catalog Department would have information in hand to cor-
rect errors in the public catalogs and in the shelflist.

3. The Circulation Department could clear "snags" on holds and
searches and ascertain the efiectiveness of the exit control.

4. The Processing Department could perform mending and repair
to heavily circulated volumes.

5. The Acquisitions Department would have data to allow it to bud-
get for losses.

Manuscript received October 1975; accepted
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6. Obvious mutilation
ume replaced.

could be identified and corrected or the vol'

7. The number of errors being input to
lation data base could be reduced.

the machine-readable crrcu'

with which the library has negotiated a reciprocal use agreement.)

286,409 volumes.

sequence and a team captain was required to sign for each tray.
Utilizing 49 members of the appointed stafi and 27 student assistant

stafi members working full-time, the inventory of the shelves was com'

duced daily, and those team members freed from inventory of the
shelves were re-assigned to such collateral tasks as typing labels, pulling
tracings and reviewing discard recommendations.
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The following section details the written instructions given to each
staff member actually performing the inventory at the shelves. These
were reviewed during a practice session at which time the stafi members
were encouraged to ask questions.

Inventory in this manner:
l. One member of the team is to read the call number from the

shelflist card and give the accession information. The other mem-
ber is to check the call number on the spine and examine the book
as a candidate for weeding, repair or re-lettering.

2. Those volumes that require additional oPerations are to be han-
dled according to these instructions:
a. If the volume is not on the shelf, place a majuscule M to the

right of the accession information and turn the shelflist card
up-call number up.

b. If there is no shelflist card
TORY slip (green) in the
Place the book on the truck.

c. If there is an error in the holdings information on the shelf-
Iist card, place an INVENTORY slip (green) in the book and
check (/) shelflist error. Place the book on the truck.

d. If there is an error in the call number on the book, place an IN-
VENTORY slip (green) in the book and check (/) error in
call number. Write the shelflist call number in the space Pro-
vided. Place the book on the truck.

e. If there is a location error due to a superscription problem,
place an INVENTORY slip (green) in the book and check ('/)
location error. Place the book on the truck. Locati,on emor does
not indicate a transfer. This item refers to a book in the stacks
that the shelflist indicates is located in Reference, Curriculum,
Archives, etc.

f. If the book does not belong to the Cal Poly Library, place an
INVENTORY slip (green) in the book and check (,/) alien
material. Place the book on the truck.

g. If the label on the book is not legible or is,not properly ad-
herent, place a RE-LETTER slip (yellow) in the book. Do not
peel off the oldlabel.Place the book on the truck.

h. If the book needs repair (binding, cover replacement, loose
pages), place a REPAIR slip (blue) in the book and place the
book on the truck.

i. If the book should be discarded, place a DISCARD (pink) slip
in the book and check the appropriate note. Do not ago-
nize oaer a discard decision as the bibli,ographers will reaieu all
discard recommendations. Place the book on the truck.

j. If there is a circulation transaction card for a book that is on
the shelf, place the charge card in the book and place the book
on the truck.

A large reading area on the third floor was set aside as the' inventory

for a volume, place an INVEN-
book and check (/) no shelflist.
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control point. Eight rows of study tables were utilized to array the 230
shelflist trays and to allow for the depositing of volumes from the
bookstacks that required additional handling. As each team completed
a shelflist tray, the tray was delivered to the control point. Several stafi
members were assigned the task of removing all shelflist cards with the
notation that a volume was missing. These staft members also checked all
cards in each tray and retrieved any cards with missing information that
had inadvertently fallen down in the shelflist tray.

The books from the collections were deposited according to the color
of the slips inserted in the books by the teams performing the inventory.
Bibliographers from the Collection Development Services Department
examined each book recommended for discard or repair. The bibliogra-
phers made one of four possible decisions on each title and recorded
this decision on the slip in the book: (l) discard, (2) repair, (3) re-
order, or (4) return to the collection.

Beginning in the afternoon on the frrst day of the inventory, the
number of teams actually performing the inventory in the stacks was re-
duced. These stafi members were assigned difierent tasks. The library
assistant in charge of clerical services in the Catalog Department super-
vised the pulling of all catalog cards for books to be withd{awn and the
correction of the volume count. Other staff were assigned to type labels
for those books requiring re-lettering or to make repairs to books requir-
ing mending. Still others were assigned to reshelve volumes or to search
for the volumes marked missing.

The inventory was a successful project for the library. It was ascer-
tained that 3,046 volumes were missing from the collections; of this
number 165 volumes were from the Reference Department collection.
It was learned that 30 shelflist cards were missing. Sixty-three volumes
previously withdrawn as lost were located and re-added to the collections.
Book Processing re-lettered I,560 volumes and repaired 981 volumes. The
collection was weeded of 2.968 volumes. The loss rate since 1969 was 501
volumes annually.

Was such a time- and labor-consuming project worthwhile? The staff
of the library indicates that it was. The holdingp of the library are ac-
curately represented in the card catalog now. Collection Development
has ordered replacements for titles deemed necessary to the library. The
library will not include the missing volumes in the system's union cata-
log. The frustration of not finding a book has been reduced and all the
shelves are in order. The number of cards removed from the catalog
and the number of books discarded freed cabinet space and shelf space.
Obsolescent titles were discarded. Service has been improved because of
the inventory. Time spent searching for materials can now be dedicated
to giving better service. Lastly, the library is armed with voluminous
statistical and bibliographical information relative to what is stolen,
which errors in processing are most common, the approximate cost of
losses, the strengths and weaknesses of the collections and the out-of-
print needs of the library.
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Resources and Technical Services
Division: Annual Reporfs, 1975/76

President's Report
Daln M, Brrrz, President

This was the second year of transition and/or survival for the divisions of
the American Library Association necessitated by the drastic personal dues re-
structuring. RTSD is surviving and is one of five out of the thirteen divisions
not requiring subsidization during this transition period. Although numbering
several thousand fewer members than previously, there is more money in the op-
erating budget because of the personal dues change. This may not always be
true, and therefore the division needs the continuous support of all of its mem-
bers to help convince our colleagues that RTSD can play a viable and necessary
role in their professional lives.

RTSD is healthy and active on other fronts as well. Having been an observer
of and participant in the division's activities and those of its forerunner for
the last thirty-five years, I have always been impressed with the number of com-
mittees and the number of meetings which these activities generate. This year
was no exception. There were approximately 450 librarians (with some duplica-
tion) working within the organization in the following capacities: 18 as division
officers; 180 on 20 division committees; 36 as officers of the four sections; 2ll on
38 section committees; l8 representatives to other ALA or related groups; and ll
leaders of discussion groups. In addition, there are 25 regional groups working
within the Council of Regional Groups, a very vital part of RTSD and a unit
upon which the division needs to depend for continuing and increasing member-
ship.

Not unlike those former ones, this year has been busy and progress has been
made in many areas. This report will not attempt to enumerate "all the action"
and certainly will avoid duplicating section activities which are recounted else-
where. The division highlights will be reviewed to inform members and others
about its work and to record the activities for future reference, since the min-
utes of the Board of Directors are not published but are retained at Headquar-
ters in Chicago.

Publications

Only a small percentage of any organization's members can be actively in-
volved at any given time, and so it is essential to keep the membership informed.
The quarterly journal, Library Resources & Technical Seraices, continues to
hold its respected place among the library periodicals and the division owes a
debt of gratitude to Wesley Simonton, the editor, and his able assistants and ad-
visers. Editing any publication is a labor of love, and we are appreciative of this
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sefvice tO the profession. Mr. Simonton's term as editor was extended another

a former assistant editor of Library Resources tt Technical Seraices,'and will be

sent gTatis to all members of the dioi.iott and to all Library Resources & Tech'

nical-seraices subscribers. My personal thanks go ro Mary Pound for her will-

ingness to assume this responsibility.

Committees

nical Services Directors of the Large Research Libraries Discussion Group:

rhat RTSD establish an ad hoc committee to study issues involved in the dwelopment
of international cataloging policies by international organizations and to Propose
methods to insure adequate consultation with the appropriate library organizations
and individuals in thi United States, and that RTSD request the Execudve Di-
rector of AI-A to investigate means whereby the ALA may sewe as a distribution
agency for the library community of the United States for publications of IFLA
which deal with international cataloging policies.

Rosenthal, Chairperson, indicates that recommendations are made to CCRC on

proposed cataloging rules which are at variance with the thrust of the work of

this committee.
.The Book Catalogs Committee submitted its manuscript, Guitlelines for

Book Catalogs, which the Board approved by mail ballot. The document has

been submitted to ALA Publishing Services for posible publication. Joseph
,Fuchs, Chairperson, indicated that other commercial vendors are interested in

publishing these guidelines as well.
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The Commercial Processing Services Committee, Dallas R. Shawkey, Chair-
person, is concerned primarily with the preparation of guidelines for selecting
commercial processors and is continuing its work on the possible publication of
a draft entitled Guidelines f or Cornmercial Processing Seruices. There is aBpar-
ent need for such a publication based on the inquiries received.

The Board authorized the Preservation of Library Materials Committee to
seek an author for its proposed handbook on book preservation and agreed to
waive any royalties, allowing them to revert ro the author. Parriela W. Darling,
Chairperson, will negotiate on RTSD's behalf with ALA Publishing Services for
publication of such a handbook.

Conference Programs

The RTSD/AAP Joint Committee held two programs during the Summer
Conference on "Reviews, Who Needs Them?" and the "Marketing, Selection,
and Acquisition of Materials for School Media Programs." Additionally, this
joint committee continues to participate in other excellent programs and this
trend was evidenced during the Centennial Conference by its cosponsoring with
the Resources Section and other ALA units an all-day program on "The Inter-
national Flow of Books," an investigation of the state of the art of publishing
around the world. The Summer 1975 program on "Book Marketing and Selec-
tion: A Publishing/Library Forum" was described in the Winter 1976 issue of
Li.brary Resources Ct Technical Seruices.

The division's program for Summer Conference 1976 was cosponsored with
the Cataloging and Classification Section and in honor of the centennial dealt
with Melvil Dewey and Charles Cutter. Phyllis Richmond, Richard B. Sealock,
and Benjamin A. Custer were the speakers. RTSD also cosponsored with other
groups ASLA's program on "Libraries ro the People: The Past, Present and Fu-
ture of LSCA."

RTSD/ISAD/RASD Representation in Machine-Readable Form of Biblio-
graphic Information Committee (MARBI) under the leadership of Charles T.
Payne sponsored a progtam on "A National Union Catalog in Machine-Read-
able Form: What Should It Do-and How?"

The Preservation of Library Materials Committee's program on "Preserving
the National Heritage: The Administration of Library Conservation Activities"
featured three speakers, Carolyn florton, Paul N. Banks, and Frazer G. Poole.
Additionally, small-group tours of the book and paper restoration facilities in
the Chicago area were veiy popular.

The Technical Services Costs Committee, Maria G. Larson, Chairperson, and
the Commercial Processing Services Committee cosponsored a program during
the 1976 Annual Conference on "Costing Methodology: A Look at the Cost ind
Process Alternatives in Different Types of Libraries."

Helen F. Schmierer, Chairperson of the Council of Regional Groups, con-
ducted a workshop to teview the roles of ALA and RTSD in standardization ac-
tivities not only within the association but also those activities sponsored by oth-
er organizations such as the American National Standards fnstitute and the
International Federation of Library Associations.

Other Committee Actiuities

A new standing committee was established in the division this past year. The
former Ad Hoc Nonbook Committee became the RTSD Audiovisual Commit-
tee, U[der the.leadership of Pearce Grove, this comrhittee deals with t]ie acquisi
tion,. olganization, and handling of AV materials in libraries, and must coordi-
nate activities with other AV committees within ALA.
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The Bylaws Committee, with Howard Sullivan as Chairperson, following the
action o[ the ALA Council and as wich all units in ALA, revised the Division
and Section Bylaws to remove all sexist terminology. These bylaws changes were
approved at the Division Membership Meeting in Chicago.

The Committee on Program Evaluation and Support has recommended to
the Organization Committee rhat the division COPES be enlarged to include
section representation, hopefully the Chairpersons, and the Chairperson of the
RTSD Planning Committee. It also expressed concern about the ALA budgeting
timetable because the March I deadline is not a realistic one since no firm infor-
mation is available for board acrion ar Midwinter.

The final report of the Ad Hoc Organizarion Study Committee was accepted
by the Board of Directors and referred ro the Organization Committee for im-
plementation. The report particularly emphasized the need for better communi-
cation between the various sections and their committees and recommended im-
proved liaison among all committees and sections within the division as well as
with units outside RTSD. Further, the report recommended that the function
statements of all sections and committees be reexamined for necessary improve-
ment. The Committee was dissolved with thanks.

Upon recommendation of the Organization Committee, Doralyn J. Hickey,
Chairperson, the Board established a new discussion group in the Resources Sec-
tion, namely, the Chief Collection Development Officers of Large Research Li-
braries. Likewise, the RTSD/LED Comrnittee on Education for Resources and
Technical Services was enlarged from seven to eight members (four from
RTSD; four from LED) , This will permit a representative from each section
of RTSD. In addition, the joint committce's statement of function was revised
to read, "To study and review the educational needs of resources and technical
services librarians; to explore and foster the development of curriculum and
continuing education programs in the area; and to act as a catalyst in promoting
communication between the profession and library educators."

The final report of the Ad Hoc Keyboard Committee was presented to the
Board at Midwinter by Edward R. Johnson, Chairperson. Subsequently, the
Board approved the report by a mail ballot and it has been forwarded to the
American National Standards Institute for consideration by an appropriate com-
mittee of that organization as a U.S. national standard.

Aw ar ds and Scholarships

The Esther J. Piercy Award was presented during the Centennial Conference
this past summer to Ruth L. Tighe. Ms. Tighe, formerly Assistant Director
for Field Operations at the New England Library Information Network
(NELINET), and now with NCLIS in Washington, DC, was recognized for her
contribution to librarianship particularly as it related to automation activities
in technical services.

A new award was established this year through the generosity of Arnold V.
Santos, Vice President of National Library Service, Inc. This award in the form
of a $1,000 scholarship honots the author or authors of the best published pa-
per on acquisitions pertaining to college and university libraries and will be pre-
sented annually through the Resources Section to the library school of the
author's or authors' choice.

In Memoriam

Paul Shaner Dunkin died on 25 August 1975. Paul, as he was known to so
many of us, was a devotee of technical services and had served our division in
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many capacities. He was president of RTSD and editor of Library Resources dt
Technical Serttices. Educator, scholar, author, editor, colleague, and friend-
Paul Dunkin leaves a legacy for all of us to follow. His familt' has established
the Paul Shaner Dunkin Memorial Fund at ALA Headquarters and the division
was asked to take the lead in suggesting ways in which this fund might be used.
A committee of the board, appointed to investigate possibilities, has recommend-
ed with board approval, to Robert Wedgeworth, execurive director of ALA, that
this fund be applied to a muhi-media presentation of the second edition of the
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules witlr. appropriate credir being atrribured to
the memory of Paul Dunkin. Paul was very active in code revision and followed
it with great interest. RTSD hopes that such a presentarion can be developed
which could be used at state and regional conferences and as teaching material
for cataloging courses in library schools.

Another library educator, Carlyle J. Frarey, died on Sarurday, l3 March 1976.
ALA, and RTSD particularly, lost a devoted member and his acriviries are
legend. Although living on borrowed time, Carl faithfully fulfilled his dudes
as parliamentarian for the RTSD Board at the Midwinter Meeting less than two
months before his death. He was a friend and colleague, and many of us shall
miss him. The RTSD Board at its meeting in Chicago passed a resolurion in his
memory which was spread on the minutes and published in IRT,S.

The division also felt the loss of Allie Beth Martin, our leader throughout
most of this year. She was a tireless worker and encouraged all of us in our
thinking and plans for programs and activities during her brief administration
as ALA President. RTSD joins all units in the association in recognizing our mu-
tual loss and in appreciating her worrhwhile contributions to librari4nship.

Conclusion

The division depends on its members, and the interest, dedication, and will-
ingness of those members to work within the organization. The RTSD Planning
Committee, the Council of Regional Groups which provides thar vital link be-
tween the state and regional associations and the division, and the new standing
committee on membership are important cogs upon which we must all rely.
While we look to them for guidance and assistance, all of us must be sure that
RTSD does not falter. We need more members; we need new ideas; we need
youl

Progress has been made in RTSD during this busy year. As President, I have
had the unselfish devotion and dedicated support of many individuals-mem-
bers of the Board, section executive committees, committee chairpersons, and
many others. To those who responded to my call for assistance, I am deeply
grateful. It is always dangerous to name names, but Carol Kelm, the executive
secretary, is the one who makes ir all possible and the one who made my job
easier. Thank you, Carol, from all of us.

Cotologing ond Clqssificotion Section Report
JeNr Ross Moonr, Chairman

1976 was the centennial of three major events in American librarianship, all
of particular significance for cataloging and classification. In 1876, the Amer-
ican Library Association was founded and the first editions of both the Dewey
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Decimal Classification and Cutter's Rules for a Printed Dictionary Catalogue
were published. Sponsored joindy with RTSD, the CCS program meeting at the
Annual Conference in Chicago celebrated these centennials, not only by looking
backward but also, and especially, by looking forward. Phyllis A. Richmond's
(Professor, School of Library Science, Case Western Reserve University) key-
note paper was entitled Mr. Deuey's Classification, Mr. Cutter's Catalog, and Dr.
Hitchcock's Chickens. The Deuey Decimal Classifi.cation: Editions 16-19 and Be'
yond was the topic of Richard B. Sealock (Executive Director, Forest Press) ,
who considered it from the point of view of DC Outward and of Benjamin A.
Custer (Editor, Dewey Decimal Classification, Decimal Classification Division,
the Library of Congress) who presented DC Inward.

The Margaret Mann Citation in Cataloging and Classification was awarded
to Eva Verona in recognition of her definitive work Corporate Headings and her
continuing outstanding leadership toward the realization of universal biblio-
graphical control of library materials through international standardization of
cataloging principles and practices.

Of particular interest it the Midwinter Meeting was the consideration of the
National Union Catalog from the point of view of its use for cataloging coPy.
This was placed on the agenda of the first meeting of the CCS Executive Com-
mittee as the result of correspondence with the University of California Cata-
logers Committee. Discussion centered around the use of. NUC as a cataloging
tool and as a reference tool with emphasis on its locational function. Repre-
sentatives from the Library of Congress answered many questions about NUC
and explained the problems that could arise with attempts to achieve quality
control. The nature of the bibliographic record in data bases was also considered
within this context.

Actions taken by the CCS Executive Committee included endorsing the reso-
lution presented by the Descriptive Cataloging Committee (DCC) which com-
mended the Library of Congress for the guidance and service it provides to
American libraries in the area of cataloging, urged that these services be expand-
ed, and recommended that the American Library Association give every suPPort

visions. CCS is greatly pleased with the recognition of the importance of cata-
loging and classification by these other groups although the question of how
these mutual interests are best pursued within the structure of ALA is a complex
one. This vear. as a result of discussions with the Asian and African Section of
ACRL, th; CCS Executive Committee recommended to the Subject Analysis
Committee and to the Descriptive Cataloging Committee that subcommittees
concerned with the cataloging and classification of African and Asian materials
be established and this was done.

In addition to the activities noted above, the Descriptive Cataloging Commit-
tee approved the romanization tables for Lao, Khmer, and Pali which had been
forwarded to this committee by LC, participated in the work of the RTSD Cat-
alog Code Revision Committee, and explored the possibility of a cataloging
manual to accompany the second edition of AACR and which would Provide
examples illustrating the rules together with interpretations and explanations of

their applications.
The Cataloging of Children's Materials Committee was especially interested
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in the national standard for the cataloging of children's materials; including ex-
change of information between librarians in the field and those at the Library
of Congress, subject headings for that adult fiction which is designated as being
suitable for young adults, and particularly in the inclusion of Cataloging in
Publication information in non-book library materials as well as in books.

The Policy and Research Committee (PRC) was particularly concerned with
the lack of adequate bibliographic control of microform sets. The CCS Execu-
tive Committee fully recognized the ramifications of this problem and of other
problems having to do with microforms for both public and technical services
and suggested this to the RTSD Board as a matter of divisional concern. PRC
corrtinued its consideration of user needs and noted that "it seemed clear, once
again, that there is inadequate knowledge regarding user needs and that many
decisions and conclusions regarding the user are made on the basis of conflicting
assumptions."

The Subject Analysis Committee (SAC) , feeling strongly that some theo-
retical investigation should be made into subject heading theory and that the
committee itself was unable to undertake the necessary extensive investigation,
oftered (l) to receive correspondence from any persons who are undertaking in-
vestigation of subject heading systems, (2) to provide a forum for discussion
of any planned, present, or completed investigation by scheduling presentations
from such investigators at its Annual and Midwinter meetings, and (3) to re-
view any such investigations and to provide feedback both to the investigator
and to the Library of Congress. SAC unanimously reaffirmed its previous recom-
mendation for change in Negro subject headings. The SAC Subcommittee on
the Subject Analysis of Nonbook Materials presented its report, including six
tecommendations. SAC received from CCRC material on the formation of
headings for entities that are neither persons nor corporate bodies; e.g, statues,
bridges, etc. and will study this problem. This committee continued its close
liaison with the Subject Cataloging Division of rhe Library of Congress, thus
keeping itself informed of current developments.

Clearly, much of the work of CCS is accomplished by its committees. I ex-
tend thanks and appreciation for their active participation throughout the year
to all of the committee members, to the committee chairpersons, to the CCS rep-
resentatives to the Catalog Use Study Committee (RASD) and to the Decimal
Classification Editorial Policy Committee, and to rhe lR?S Assistant Editors for
Cataloging and Classification. A particular efiort was made this year to appoint
to committees those who had not been involved previously with CCS committees.
Ihanks and gratitude are extended to all of the members of the CCS Executive
Committee for their help and support throughout the year and to Carol R.
Kelm, RTSD Executive Secretary, for her invaluable and much appreciated as-
sistance.

Reproduction of Librory Mqleriols Section Report
FneNcrs F. Spntrrznn. Chairman

'I-he 
chiel concerns o[ the sectiorr continue to be education, information,

and the development of reprographic and especially micrographic standards.
"Mierocosmos '76" was the title of the well-attended, informative program

rneeting held at the ALA Centennial Conference in Chicago. Francis F. Spreitzer
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summarized and commented on some asPects of library micrographics and Carl

spaulding gave an updare on computer-output-microfilm for bibliographic ap-

facsimile use in U.S. libraries.
under the leadership of Stephen Salmon, the standards committee joined

hands .with the Resour&s Section's Micropublishing Projects Committee in an

effort to call attention to the substantial questions surrounding the suitability of

ALA at the end of 1975.
The section kept in touch with issues and organizations thlogSh_ rePresenta-

tives: Samuel M. Boone monitored the copyright law revision, Carl M. Spaulding

acted as liaison with the National Micrographics Association (NMA). The edu-

cational and information {unction was served by providing speakets for the

highly successful First Annual Library Microform Conference for Librarians

(liew York City, October 1975) and for the Micrographics Seminar.for Librari-

ans thar coincided with the NNIA Conference & Exhibition (Chicago' April
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1976) . Both of these events were organized by lllicrolorm Reuiew. under the
appropriately informal leadership of Frances spigai, John webb and Lawrence
Robinson, the RLN{s Discusion-Group proved itiloul-.r" as a lively and eminent-
ly useful information exchange forum.

Resources Section Report
lVlunnev S. lVfenrrx, Chairman

The Resources section conrirrues actively its rore in forwarding RT'sD in-
terests in selection, acquisition and evaluation of library materials. 

-This 
report

is a fitting place to acknowledge the commitment of thi section members to its
goals. Not only committee members but the membership at large participates
with enthusiasm. without such enthusiasm it would not be porrilt" to accom-
plish so much.

At the centennial conference in chicago, themes enunciated at earlier con-
ferences were continued and expanded. The section and its committees co-spon-
sored with the rnternational Relations Round rable and several sections of
A9lL an,all-day program on "The International Flow of Books." This program
which.took place on Is July 1976 was concerned with recent developments in in-
ternational publishing and the book trade throughout the world. Addreses were
given by Julian Behrstock, Direcror, the Division of the Free Flow of Informa-

provision of information throughout the world. Eleven area discussion sessions
held during the afrernoon explored the laresr developments in the publishing,
distribution and bibliographic control of materials. The section owes a contin;-
ing debt of gratitude to the program commirtee ancl particularly to Juanita S.
Doares and Elizabeth H. Nebehay.

The Collection Development Committee continued the theme in a further
round of- its ever-popular discussion group sessions. These twelve groups were
organized by David Zubatsky and met on the evening of July 19 to discuss col-
Iection development and acquisition themes. such meetings are a further exam-
ple of the enthusiastic involvement of the membership in the goals of the sec-
fron.

A third meeting*"Reviews: Who Needs Them?"-was co-sponsored with the
RTSD/AAP Joint Commitree on July 22. Ar this meering publishers, reviewers
and librarians continued discussion of the questions raised in San Francisco.

As if this were not enough, the Collection Development Commirree, under
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James, sweet Briar college Library, was accepted by th9 Executive committee.

buring rhe twenty-th.e" ye".r of its existence the committee has carried out im-

portan"t work in ixamining the relationship of reprinting to- library- needs and

Lringing to the attention of reprinters and librarians ways in which this rela-
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tionship could be improved. Its production of a policy statement on lending to
reprinters was a signil contribution. Reprinting remains an interest of the sec-
tion and will tre monitored by the various continuing committees according to
their specific charges. At the final meeting a vety informative PaPer on "The

Background and Present Nature of the European Reprint Industry" was Pre-
sented by Hertrert Gstalder of Kraus-Thomson. It is appropriate here to record
the thanks of the section and of the library profession to the chairmen and
members of the Reprinting Committee for their contribution to the under-
standing of one important aspect of resources.

The Micropublishing Projects Committee, under the leadership of Victor
Marx, Central Washington State College, who assumed the chairmanship vacat€d
by Adelaide Lockhart because of ill health, continued its monitoring of indus-
try standards. It is also engaged in a systematic review of its responsibilities and
to this end appointed two subcommittees on Bibliographic Control of Micro-
forms and Microform Advertising, topics which continue to be of Sreat imPor-
tance. Active and efficient liaison with RLMS and other ALA committees
contrnues.

The Policy and Research Committee led by Deanna FI. Marcum of Tennes'
see Joint University Libraries developed procedural guidelines for the award
of t[e Resources Scholarship and, at the request of the section chairman, acted
as jury lor the first award, presented at the annual business meeting. The com-
mittee is examining the roles and relationships of the committees and discussion
groups and will present recommendations at a future date'

The Executive Committee reviewed the role of the assistant editor of Zd-

brary Resources dv Technical Serrices and a subcommittee will Present recom-
mendations at the next Midwinter Meeting. The informal luncheon at which
committ6e membets and committee chairmen exchange ideas and information
was continued. The suategy considerably assists the Executive Committee in ex-
pediting its crowded meeting agenda.

Finally, it is a great pleasure to report the first Resources Scholarship Award
which, as indicated atrove, wasBresented at the section's annual business meeting
on July 18. The award, sponsored try National Library Service, Inc., is presented
to the authors of the trest article on resources published in the previous year'

who in turn nominate a library school to receive the scholarship. The award was
made to Hendrik Edelman, Carol Nemeyer and Sandra Paul for "The Library

Market: A Special Publishers Weekly Survey" (Publishers Weekly, June 16,
1975) . The recipients nominated the Columbia School of Library Service and

the scholarship was accepted by Dean Richard Darling.
The Resources Section has a dedicated membership and officers and can be

proud that it continues to be a productive organ of the association' The Execu-
tive Secretary, Carol R. Kelm, provided suPPort and cooperation throughout the
year. It now remains only to expness my personal thanks for the chance to enjoy
so remarkable a year and wish the incoming chairperson, Abigail Dahl'Hansen,
a similarly rewarding and stimulating year.

Seriqls Section Report

Activity worldwide on the serials scene

Vol.ume 2l ,Number I ,Winter 1977

Josrru H. Howenn, Chairmart

continues to be busy and while the
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millennium has not yet arrived, there is great reason to be optimistic about the
future. CONSER, while not without problems, is moving apace. Agreement on
a final ISBD (S) which will be consonant with other ISBDs is expected in the
near future. A 239 drafr standard on Serials Holding Statements is in the
offing. Through the eflorts of the Serials Section, a new 239 subcommittee on a
standard claim for serials has been established. ISDS and its U.S. arm, NSDP, are
alive and well.

The Serials Section tries to keep abreast of the latest developments in the
above areas even where it is not officially represented. Continuing support and
encouragement of the use of the ISSN and keytitle was accomplished by a press
release that appeared widely in the library literature.

The Serials Section representative to the CONSER Advisory Committee has
been ex-officio the chairperson of the SS Discussion Group for Large Research
Libraries but, since a new chairperson is elected annually, lack of continuity has
been a problem. The Council on Library Resources' suggested solution, that SS
name someone for a longer period to represent the section as a whole, was ap-
proved by the Executive Committee, and Susan Brynteson was appointed for the
period July 1975 to June 1977.

Mary Pound, having been named ediror of the RTSD Newsletter, submitted
her resignation as ZRIS assistant editor for serials, and Dorothy Glasby was
named to replace her.

The Ad Hoc Committee to Studv Manuallv-Maintained Serial Records sub-
mitted its final report, which is to be published by ERIC. The committee (Le
Roy Ortopan, Chairperson) is to prepare a proposal regarding its future fot
consideration by the Executive Committee.

The AACR Revision Study Committee (Judith Cannan, Chairperson) con-
tinued to provide a forum for serials librarians to discuss serials-related cata-
lo[ing rules for the second edition of AACR.

The Policy and Research Committee (Susan Vita, Chairperson) has been
concerned with many endeavors, among them the eftect of rising postal rates on
publishers and libraries, the nature and degree of apparent price discrimination
against libraries and library-related organizations for serial subscriptions, out-
of-print copyrighted serials, and standard institutional identifier codes.

The Regional Serials Workshops Committee (Hans Weber, Chairperson) is
preparing the second draft of a manual on how to organize and conduct region-
al serial workshops.

The Ad Hoc Committee on Library School Education (Hal Hall, Chairper-
son) is trying to do something about the present deficiencies of education for
serials librarianship, and will continue to work toward achieving better coverage
of serials management topics in library school curticula.

The number of institutions participating in the Duplicate Exchange Union
Committee was expanded considerably as the result of the mailing of a DEU
brochure. Richard Eggelton resigned as chairperson and was succeeded by Am-
brose Easterly.

The annual program in Chicago focused on "Possible Use of Machine-Read-
able Data Bases" with Mildred Nilon (University of Colorado) and Jack A.
Speer (Informatics, Inc.) as speakers. The program was co-sponsored by the
Serials Section, the Reference and Adult Services Division, and the Information
Science and Automation Division.

The discussion groups for large and medium-sized research libraries continue
to attract many attendees and are proving to be effective and stimulating forums
for the airing of current issues and concerns in serials librarianship. The dis-
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cussion groups were led by Charlorta Hensley (large research libraries) and
Beverly Brkic (medium-sized research libraries) .

Decimql Clqssificqtion Editoriql
Policy Committee Report

JoHN P. Couenour, Chairman

The Decimal Classification Editorial Policy Committee held its annual meer-
ing on 8-9 November 1975 at the Allerton House of the University of Illinois,
immediately preceding the Allerton Conference, devoted that year to matters of
classification, particularly the Dewey Decimal Classification. A second meeting
was held 18-19 March 1976 in Albany, New York. All members save William
Welsh were present at the November meeting: Frances Hinton, chairman; Lois
Chan, Margaret Cockshutt, John Comaromi, Betty Croft, Joel Downing, John
Humphry, Clare Ryan, and Marierta Shepard.

At the November meeting the committee elected John Comaromi to be chair-
man, and recommended to Forest Press the adoption for the nineteenth edition
of the following items: (l) development of standard subdivision-068 ro pro-
vide a management aspecq (2) a new table which simplifies synrhesis of num-
bers in the 800's; and (3) classing of political history in 930-990 rarher than in
320.9. The committee also recommended adoption of draft schedules 100, 200,
310,320,330, 360, 370, 380, 640, 650, 790, and 800. There was extended discus-
sion concerning the phoenix 780 for music developed by Russell Sweeney, Prin-
cipal Lecturer, Leeds Polytechnic, John Clews, and a working party of music
librarians in Great Britain. The committee recommended submission for study
of the phoenix 780 to the appropriare commitrees of the Music Library Association
and the Intern.ational Association of Music Librarians, United Kingdom branch.
The chairman conveyed the committee's appreciation of the efiorts of Messrs.
Sweeney and Clews. The final act of the committee at the November meeting
was an expression of gratitude to Frances Hinton for the excellent performance
of the duties of the chairman of the committee for the six yeais of her incum-
bency.

All members were present at the l8-19 March 1976 meeting. Replacing Wil-
Iiam Welsh, whose decade of service on the committee is greatly appreciated, as
representative of the Library of Congress, was Joseph H. Howard, director of
the Processing Department of the Library. Most of the March meeting was de-
voted to a deliberation of the findings of the Suruey of the Use of the Dewey
Decimal Classification in the United Statis and Canad.a, a study funded by For-
est Press and conducted by the Library Research Center of the University of
Illinois. The survey was presented by ihe chairman, John Comaromi, who was
the principal investigator for t\e project. Among its general findings were: (l)
The DDC, an intensively developed faceted classification, is used by 85lo of all
libraries in the United States and Canada. It is used by virtually all school and
public libraries, by half of all junior college and college libraries, but by few
university libraries. (2) Few of its users anticipare switching to anorher system.
(3) Upon publication of a new edition, most lelger libraries do not reclassify

works even though a conflict in meaning of number may occur. (4) Stability of
numbers is preferred over keeping pace with knowledge. (5) Divisions needing
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extensive revision most urgently are, in order of desired revision: 301, 620, 610,
330, l5O/130,360,370,3:20,350,570,780. (6) Public services l ibrarians are more
satisfied with the DDC than are technical services librarians. It was obvious to
the committee that certain items deserved top priority action: (l) A comparison
of changes made in ed. 19 with practices called for in the survey, with the ex-
pectation that desired practices not already incorporated in ed. l9 be incorporat-
ed if the editor and Forest Press considered such action feasible. (2) A manual
for application of the DDC. (3) Assistance for teachers, administrators, and
catalogers in the use of the DDC. In other actions at the March meeting the
committee recommended adoption of drafr schedules 355, 390, 630, 70O and
560-590 (approved on the 6asis of the lSth edirion). Final acceprance of
phoenix 780 has been deferred.
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RTSD Nominees-1977 Election

Resources and Technical Seraices Diuision

Vice-president (President-elect) (1977-79) :
Pauline Atherton, Syracuse University, School of Information Studies,

Syracuse, New York.
Nancy J. Williamson, fJniversity of Toronto, Faculty of Library Sci-

ence, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Director-at-Large (1977-80) :

S. Michael Malinconico, New York Public Library, New York, New
York.

Marvin H. Scilken, Orange Public Library, Orange, New Jersey.
[Nominating Committee: Allen B. Veaner, chairperson; Allen Cohen
(CCS); Maurice lreedman; Barbara Gates (SS); Jane Maddox; William

Myrick (RS); Carl M. Spaulding (RLMS).1

Cataloging and Classification Section

Vice'Chairperson (Chairperson-elect) (1977 -7 9) :
Paul Berrisford, University of Minnesota Library, Minneapolis, Min-

nesota.
Frances Hinton, Free Library of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

vania.
Secretary (1977-80):

Flizabeth Dickinson, Hennepin County Library, Edina, Minnesota.
Helen Schmierer, University of Chicago Library, Chicago, Illinois.

Member-at-Large (1977-80) :
Elizabeth Fferman, University of California Library, Los Angeles,

California.

Joan Marshall, Brooklyn College Library, Brooklyn, New York.
[Nominating Committee, CCS: Allen Cohen, chairperson; Franklyn F.
Bright; Maurice E. Lapierre; Joseph E. Ryus; Edith Scott.]

Reproduction of Library Materials Section

Vice-Chairperson (Chairperson-elecQ (1977-79) :
Dale Cluff, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Imre Jarmy, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
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Member-at-Large (1977-80) :
Darrell Lemke, Consortium of Universities, Washington, D.C.
Susan Severtson, Research Publications, Inc., New Haven, Connecti-

cut.

[Nominating Committee, RLMS: Carl M. Spaulding, chairperson; Hans
Engelke; Lawrence S. Robinson.]

Resources Section

Vice-Chairperson (Chairperson-elect) (1977-79) :
Frederick C. Lynden, Stanford University Library, Stanford, Califor-

nra.
David S. Zubatsky, Washington University Library, St- Louis, Missou-

ri.
Secretary (1977-80):

Mona East, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Jane Maddox, Coutts Library Services, Inc., Lewiston, New York.
Members-at-Large (1977-80) :

Deanna Hudson Marcum, Joint University Libraries, Nashville, Ten'
nessee,

Harriet K. Rebuldela, University of Colorado Libraries, Boulder, Col-
orado.

Lawrence S. Robinson, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
Elaine Sloan, Smithsonian Institution Libraries, Washington, D.C.

[Nominating Committee, RS: William Myrick, chairperson; Tom Leon-
hardt; Hans Weber.]

,Serinls Scction

Vice-Chairperson (Chairperson-elect) (1977-79) :

Judith Kharbas, University of Rochester Library, Rochester, New
York.

LeRoy Ortopan, University of California Library, Berkeley, California.
Mernber-at-Large (l 977-80) :

Margaret Johnson, Ohio College Library Center, Columbus, Ohio.
irlary Cralhwol, California Siate University and Colleges, Hayward,

California.

[Nominating Committee, SS: Barbara A. Gates, chairperson; Charlotte
C. Hensley; Mary Sauer.]
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IN THE MAIL

A Publisher Replies

^ Tl" pa_ragraph about Readex Microprint in paul Napier's ,,Developments in
copying, Micrographics and Graphic bommunicarions, rg75" (LRis 20t240
summer 1976) included an unpleisant reminder abour an ill-advised notice we
sent_ out last year-and retracted, r might add, almost as quickly. we had in-
tended no such hard-sell on Landmarks II, our new Microirint project, and it
is not being handled that way.

LIBRARY CATALOGUING
SERVICE

a subsidiary of

NATIONAL RECORD PLAN

Assistance in the selection, buying
and cataloging of sound recordings.

Order your records and cassettes
through us and get:

4OVo discount on most records

25% discount on most cassettes

Catalog cards with labels for
$1.25 per set

Selective Buying List available.
Request it free from:

LIBRARY CATALOGUING
SERVICE

304 South Bayview Avenue
Freeport, New York 11520
(s61) 623-0128

Volume 2l ,Number l ,Winter 1977

In just two years, Faxon has added six
fulFtime regional sales managers to add yet
another dimension to Faxon's personalized
servrce.
East:
Rov J. Reinalda
18-Boblvhite Ct.
Forked River.
NJ 08731
Tel. 609-693-8524
Midwest:
David R. Fritsch
P.O. Box 338
Saline, Ml ,18176
Tel. 313-995-0108

Southeast:
James L. Smith
Nat'|. Sales Mor.
P.O. Box 10od'
Marietta, GA 30061
TeL 404-971-1323
Southwest:
James R. Bohrer
2026 Stebbins
Houston, TX77043
Tel. 713-461-4323

New England: West:
Douglas N. Fernald John C. Van Dyke
15 Southwest Pk. 1351 Rhoda Dr.
Westwood, MA 02090 LaJolla, CA 92037
Tel. 617-329-3350 Tel. 71+45+4946

Contact the representative in your area
today to learn how Faxon's fast, personalized
service can apply to your library.

@r.ur. Fnxon (omPnnt, tnc.
Library Magazine Subscription Agency

1 5 Southwest Park, Westwood, MA 02090
Tel: 800-225-7894 (toll- lree)

6 I 7-329-3350 (coftect in Mass and Canada ontv)
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Kim, Ung Chon. Policies of Publish-
ers: A Handbook for Order Librar-
ians. Metuchen, N.J.t Scarecrow
Press, 1976. 132p. ISBN 0-8108-0882-
X. pa. $7.50.

The purpose of this work is to
bring into one place publishers'policies
of interest to acquisitions librarians.
The work covers mailing addresses
and telephone numbers, discounts, re-
turn privileges, billing and shipping
information, prepayments, standing
orders and back order policies. Scope
of the work is limited to the United
States. Data are derived from ques-
tionnaires returned by publishers se-
lected mainly from Literary Market
Plare. There is special concentration
on publishers of hardbacks 'issuing

twenty or more titles a year deemed
to be "appropriate for library collec-
tions." (The author also states that
he "dropped" publishers whose works
were considered "not appropriate"
tor libraries, but he does not specify
the cfiteria employed in arriving at
this judgement.) 238 publishers are in-
cluded, covering a wide range of aca-
demic, religious, school, societal or
special purpose publishers.

Policies of Publishers is arranged
alphabetically' by name of publisher
rqith an alphabetical index covering
"see" references to handle mergers,
distr ibutors and parent companies.
Ifowever, the main entry for each
publistrer does not explain the rela-
tionships of the references.

There appear to be some odd ex-
clusions and inclusions; the book may
have been mistitled. As it excludes
major Canadian publishers, e.g., Uni-
versity of Toronto Press, McClelland
and Stewart, McGill-Queen's Univer-
sity Press, University of British Co-

REVIEWS

lumbia Press and Hurtig, a more
accurate title would have been Pol-
icies of Selected U.S. Publishers.
Aside from the Canadian omissions,
numerous major U.S. publishers are
not included (perhaps because they
did not respond?) : University of
Hawaii Press, Greenwood, UCLA
Press, Braziller, American Manage-
ment Association, Xerox University
]\{icrofrlms, AMS Press, Lane Pub.
Co.. Westview Press and World Pub.
Co. The work includes highly special-
ized medical publishers such as C. V.
Mosby, W. B. Saunders, Williams &
Wilkins, and Lea & Febiger, but ex-
cludes two of the nation's major law-
book publishers, West Pub. Co. and
Oceana. Although paperbacks are not
within the scope of the work, Pen-
guin Books is included. Policies of
Publishers includes many religious
book houses (Eerdmans, Zondervan,
Ktav, Abingdon, Augsburg, Fortress
Press, Scripture Press, and Word) but
only a handful of vocational pub-
lishers, e.g., Chilton. Howard Sams is
not included.

The book satisfies the need to
know whether prepayment is required
in advance, a trend the author be'
lieves is on the increase, yet an exam-
ination of the data in the book
actually disproves the author's con-
tention: of 238 enuies, only 4l (17lo)
require prepayment.

Most libraries send shipping and
billing instructions with their orders

and already have procedures to take

care of departures from their instruc-

tions, so the inclusion of shiPPing
and billing policies seems superfluous.
It may be observed that manY Pub-
lishers' policies are identical (e.g., "no

discount to libraries") or maY be
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easily categorized under a few ru-
brics. This suggests that a good deal
of space might have been saved and
the work made easier and faster to
use if the information were coded
ancl tabulated with exception state-
ments handled separately. In short,
the work is too wordy and does not
convey essential information with dis-
patch.

The volume appears to be based
on an assumption that is questionable
-that acquisitions librarians fre-
quently order directly from the pub-
Iishers included in this handbook
depending on rhe publishers' policies.
If speed is of essence, it matters less
whether a publisher charges for ship-
ping, explicitly follows rhe library's
shipping and billing insrrucrions, or
gives a discount. A query of a num-
ber of acquisitions librarians by this
reviewer indicated that librarians or-
der directly more from other types of
publishers that are nor heavily includ-
ed in this book, namely, university de-
partments, small and private presses,
museums, societies, and corporations.

Also, the srarus and distribution
arrangements of publishers change
frequently-a fact acknowledged by
the author; thus, the book may rapid-
ly lose its utility and possibly become
a source oI obsolete data or mi.sinfor-
mation. In summary, this reviewer
fears that a printed handbook deal-
ing with data which perforce change
rapidly may be used by some as a
crutch and as a substitute for profes-
sional knowledge and awareness of
industry trends. If used with this in
mind., Policies of Publishers will be
a weak crutch, one which could betray
the unwary. Policies may be the one
crucial area in publishing not readily
susceptible to "canning" in a hand-
book.-Harriet K. Rebuldela, Uniuer-
sity of Colorado Libraries, Boulder,
Colorado.
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Pan, Elizabeth. New York State Li-
brary Automated Serials Control
System. Albany: University of the
Stace of New York, Srate Education
Department, New York State Li
brary, 1974. l l6p.
Free to libraries in New York State
or on exchange to other libraries,
$1.50 to individuals and other in-
stitutions.

The New York State Library chose
serials control as its first major auto-
mation efiort and nongovernment-is-
sued active serial titles as the data
base. Factors involved in the choice
of serials control were need in terms
of deterioration of manual control
of serials,'impact of greater efficiency
and tighter control of serials ar NYSL
on its interlibrary loan distribution
services, and the relationship of the
NYSL effort to efforts in other li
braries in New York Sta,te. processes
covered by the system include biblio-
graphic contrql, check-in, claiming,
binding and holdings update, invoic-e
control, and subscription renewals.
The overall goal of the system was to
increase the urility of the library's
serial holdings by providing greaier
contol over it and by facilitating ac-
cess to it.

The system is tape-orienred off-line
utilizing hard-copy and COM output
for such items as check-in lists;
KWIC indices; claim, binding, and
invoice renewal notices; binding
check lists; discard lists; and statis:
tical reports. It was initially designed
to run on GE 235 computer and, af-
ter two years, was converted to a CDC
3300.

The author intends the report for
librarians, systems analysts, and ad-
ministrators involved in automation
activities and states as her purpose "to
provide a description of the comput-
er based serials control system at the
New York State Library (NYSL) , to
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document the rationale behind the
major design decisions underlying the
system, and to draw some conclusions
from the experience which may pro-
vide some insights to other libraries
which are embarking, or plan to em-
bark, on similar ventures." The pur-

Poses ar€ met in a very thorough,
well-organized and readable text which
is supplemented by appendices con-
taining conversion forms, systems out.
puts, system flow charts, and record
layout.

At the time of writing the NYSL
serials control system had been in op-
eration without interruption since
April 1968. Ms. Pan presents an ob-
jective view of the problems and
achievements of the library in devel-
oping the system. It was one of the
pioneer automated serials control ef-
forts in a large library in the United
States and, as such, deserves attention.
-ludith N. Kharbas, Unirersity of
Rochester Library, Rochester, New
Yorh.

Business
Information

Sources
Lorna Daniells

Completely revised and enlarged, this
new edition of So*rces of B*sittett
lnlormation includes radical changes
in the field over the past decade. Many
of the listings are annotated. Basic
indexes, directoties, financial and
investment publications, statistical
sources, and iournals useful for tlieir.
business iaformation ate found in the
first part of the book. The latter
chapters list the basic reference
sources fot specific management
functions.

(76 pages, t14.95
At bookstores

YOU WtL! HAVE-

,'c0ilfll|EllcP'
In Our Conglctc

Pcriodicolr Scrricc-
All Ancricon ond Forciga Titlct

trhttns i, I hdti...l Frt
e l l | r l N t q o t d c a . . . o s e l o :

o EXPETIENCE
o TIAINED ?ETSONNEL
o FINANCIAL ST !l!lW
e AM?LE FACltlTlES
o RES?ONSIIIE M NAGEMTNT

As lnain ke*rn ir
ndrf,lo lt lto rd/lq.

SUrtcl[E To
}|cGrtCOr
tlltoDrcAts
rutttTrn

fourrl romtl, llulor! arL
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Whether you mana(p a small library or
sirnply use one, you know that smallness
usually means not enough funds for major
reference works. You also know that not
having the tools'necessary to make com-
prehensive literature searches creates
problems for both researcher and libra-
nan.
The Institute for Scientific Information@
has a solution to these problems: ISI
grants toward the purchase of our Science
Citotion [ndex@ and our Socio/ Sciences
Citotion Index.rM If your library fits into
oye.o.f the following categories, it may be
eligible for a gmnt:

D Libraries at new medical schools
tr Hospital libraries which are small, or are

affiliated with medical schools
O Libraries in developing nations
I Munici.pal, state and public hbraries
tr Libraiiies of other small non-academic

research organizations

COUpOn belOW. G)rs76 rsr

Thsl$I'0rant
Program:

porform ltle
btsones

TO: GMNTADMINISTRATOR
I om interested in debrmining whether my organiation's librory is etigible to soue SoTo oJ the cost of the
O Science Cilcrion Index@ ! Socio, Sciences Citotion In&xrr

Please send me an applicadon form for ISI's Matching Grant program

Nare Tide

Otmizalion

'4ddres

Cnv

Ap c@ntv
E ^ E l  0

[5[ Insritute lor Sciqrtific Intonnatirn@
325Chestns tSr . ,ph i ta ,pa  19106US_A,Tet  (215)92&33OO,Cabte :SCtNFO,Tetex :84_53.05
European Olftce:
132 H'gh Street, Uxbridge, Middlesex, Uhiled Kingdom, Tet: Uxbridge 3OOg5, Telex: 933693



MIMC
MICROFORMS ANNUAL PN
Featuring releases of MICROFORMS
I NTE RNATIOT{AL AAARKETI NG CO\APANY
and 3l other maior Micropublishers.
Includes:

I 4000 Micropublications 250 Pergamon Press
Journals in Simultaneous microform editions
I The Great Britain Parliamentary Debates
from Cobbett's collection of 1056 . . . through
1973 in standard microfilm (open reels
and cartridges)
r The NTIS updated Reference Files
r 65 U.S. Govt simultaneous micropublications
r World famous VERGILIANA collection of 1000
works on film, fiche, and/or paper reproduction
on demand.

MICROFORMS I NTE RNATIONAL MAR KETI NG COMPANY

A  S U B S I D I A R Y  O F  P E R G A M O N  P R E S S  I N C .

FAIRVIEW PARK, EI-MSFORD NEW YORK 10523



IIYI NODUCINC BRODANT' S
BOOK INFOHUI.ATION SYSTEM.

IT'SABOIN UME.
Tlxnk of the time you spend verifvinq citations Think of

the time you spend preparingLand placing Jn order for books.
Tlxnk of the time vou waste orderinq
unavarlable books from sources thaiare
weeks, sometimes months old.

Brodart's new Book Information
System can save you that time It offers
you the combined intelligence of numer-
ous data bases, includlng Brodart's own
inventory file, and is updated and fully
cumulated monthrly tokeep you current

The new desktop ROM 3
COMTERMINAf makes The Svstem

compaqt and easy to use m your hbrary.
Faster order placement, more complete order fulfillment,

more timely and accurate pubhcation status and cost inJorma-
tron for trghter budget control. If those are benefits that interest
you, then so shouldbur new reL
FdkffiffiJ;;3;T;#:"" i ;' ,,i-,,,,-:-I am
\Mhether you use it fo order i "#Sfiit'ilu?:""'from us or not, it's still the most r ffi?'i"Y:Slt*ftrt'
complete, convenient, afford- i'j;sl"' #i:'r+,..*"0!ffi*rnrmdrionsys,em
- .  l  

' l  
. f .  r  i  l r l F d 9 9 l q m e y o u r b r o . n J r e  ! r l e d f n a v e d b r o d d l-. I 

'l 
! . . f. | ! PlFde eld me your bro.hJre Ll Pledr h

ajfle cltanonverlnca[ontool i R-perntonveonro.rn-rordndppo.nr-crr
iever offeredto thelibrarvcom- ** i
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munity. And it's about time. i "" ph'ne 
i

I'he time you save. ffii , 
-

$IE I,IBNANTOOMEAIIT
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One-half Million Reasons
You Need I{ICEM Indexes!

For Use By
o Teachers
r AV & Training Directors
. Department Heads
r Librarians
r Curriculum Supervisors
r Schools and College

Administrators
. Educational Media Sales &

Production Organizations
o lnstructional Technologist

Kinds Ot lntormation Provided:
y' Qontent of each title
y' Physical description of media
y' Year of release in United States
y' Edition or version
y' fitles according to subject areas
y' Series tit le reference
y' Name and address of producers and

distributors of the media tit les
y' Qver 21 descriptive elements

available on each tit le

lndexes To
16mm Educat ional  F i lms 4 vol .  (6th ed.)
35mm Educational Filmstrips 2 vol' (6th ed.)
Educational Audio TaPes (4th ed.)
Educational Video TaPes (4th ed.)
Educational Records (4th ed.)
8mm Motion Cartridges (Sth ed.)
Educational Overhead Transparencies 2 vol. (5th ed.)
Educational Slides (3rd ed.)
Producers and Distributors (4th ed.)
Psychology - Multimedia (3rd ed')
Health anl Safety Educational - Multimedia (3rd ed.)
Vocational and Technical Education - Multimedia (3rd ed.)
Environmental Studies - Multimedia (1st ed.)
Free Educational Material-Multimedia (1st ed.)

For lree descriptive brochure on
The Subscription Setvic.e write:

lll|lE||l*,,
Department LR
University of Southern California
University Park
Los Angeles, CA 90007
Phone:1213) 746-6681 or 746-5408

Microfiche



LibraryTechnology
ll years of LIBRARY

TECHNOLOGY REPORTS

The Sourcebookof

on 3O microfiche
with cross-indexed

Table of Contents
in hard copy
Just $5O.OO

Since its inception in 1965, LrBRAny rEcHNorocy BEpoBTs
-the bimontbly publication that acts as a guide to library purchase
decisions-has evaluated more than 500 products and services.

As a convenient reference, all of the previously published reports
through 1975 have been placed on a series of 30 microfiche (98 frame
NMA format, 24X, diazo fiIm). The only reports omitted are those
which have dealt with products, services or systems which are no
longer on the market. A comprehensive Table of Contents is arranged
alphabetically by products and sewices; all cross-ilrdered to direct
the user to the specific reports desired.

This 1965-75 backfile represents 11 years of testing and evaluation,
and occupies less than 7/2" oI shelf space.

ORDER FROM:

Library Technology Reports
American Library Association

50 East Huron Street
Chicago, lllinois 60611






